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Abstract 

Short distance running with diverse themes, compared with traditional 

marathons, has become popular all over Taiwan in recent years. Women whom 

usually are seen as a subordinate and minor group in sports have attracted sporting 

goods manufacturers to jump onward the bandwagon of holding female road running 

events. This study (1) describes how Taiwanese road running publications represent 

sporting women, including the characteristics, gender power relationships and body 

aesthetic values; and (2) explores strategies of sporting goods manufacturers, 

marketing companies, and media producers to construct female road running. By 

conducting discourse analysis and in-depth interviews, this paper compares related 

contents of six female road running publications and six general road running 

publications, as well as interviews road running related actors, including magazine 

editors, and road running organizers. The results indicate that Taiwanese female road 

running publications represent females with a bright, confident image, and possessing 

of a vivid personality and strong presence, thereby lauding a highly feminine body 

aesthetic. Meanwhile, these publications emphasize an appropriately muscular, lean 

female body, which renders a new interpretation for the word “femininity”. The ratio 
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of women’s exposure in female road running publications is significantly higher than 

that in general road running publications. Nevertheless, the self-empowerment of 

women in female road running publications compromise the traditional gender order. 

Besides, sporting goods manufacturers and the media enjoy an intimate relationship 

and co-construct female road running into a fashionable and lifestyle sport, attracting 

various business powers involved. Under the influence of sporting goods 

manufacturers, sponsors and media producers, road running has become a popular 

leisure activity and a gendered practice for middle class urban women.  

 

Keywords: female road running, media representation, marketing strategies, road 

running actors, Taiwanese road running, lifestyle sport   
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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.1 Research background and motives  

“Have you run today?” seems to be the most popular greeting words between young 

people recently. Brief statistics from “Runner’s Plaza”1 show that, compared with only 

two marathons in 1993, the number of Taiwan road running events in 2014 reached a 

record-high 448. The Taiwan Road Running Association Secretary-General Chen Hua-

Heng pointed out that the road running population had risen 100% within five years 

and thought that it would constantly increase in the following five years (葉基 Yeh Ji, 

2013). Running is the most convenient way to exercise compared with other forms of 

exercise, as only a pair of running shoes and good body condition are needed. 

According to the Taiwan Sports Administration (2014), 82.4% of the total population 

had an exercise habit, and 25.7% chose running as a major sports practice, ranking 

second behind walking (42.7%)2. The road running craze in Taiwan is shown by the 

clear double- or even triple-digit growth in the number of road running events and 

participants (賴香珊 Lai Hsiang-Shan, 陳妍霖 Chen Yen-Lin, 黃宏璣 Huang Hong-

																																																								
1 Runner Plaza, a website offers Taiwan marathon-related information. 
http://www.taipeimarathon.org.tw 
 
2 2014 Taiwan Sports Administration sports city investigation report.  
http://isports.sa.gov.tw/File/Main/103 年運動城市調查.pdf 
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Chi, & 張家樂 Chang Jia-Le, 2015).  

Road running has become a new economic facilitator, and recent road running 

events have featured shorter distances compared with previous traditional marathons 

and been oriented around diverse themes, becoming unique events. Road running 

gradually formed up a formidable road running industry, which constructed another 

consumer loyalty. Sports commercialization has been criticized as an undesirable 

process, mainly controversial for depriving sports of their essence; thus, almost every 

international sporting goods manufacturer now has its own women road running events 

(such as Nike, Mizuno), reversing past male, basketball-oriented sports commodity 

market strategies (古硯偉 Gu Yan-Wei, 2015).  

Women used to be considered a subordinate, minor group in sports but have now 

attracted the attention of multinational sporting goods manufacturers to jump onward 

the bandwagon of holding female road running events and launched a series of women’s 

sports products, including shoes, clothes, underwear, sweat pants, and so on, to appeal 

more potential female customers. There were several possible reasons for this 

phenomenon. First the men’s sports market was already saturated, so now they wanted 

to target more female consumers. It has also been said that, because women have 
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physical limitations compared with men, they deserve different genres of sports race. 

Or it was due to social pressure and the promotion of particular ideology, women 

suddenly became addicted to running. The answer was unclear. To my curiosity and 

interest in the new era of road running development in Taiwan, I have the idea of the 

current study, and also was inspired by my personal life history. 

 Running is one of my favorite sports. I love how running brings me an energetic 

spirit and a healthy exercise routine, and most importantly, I enjoy accomplishing the 

goal I set every time I run. It was not until 2013, when I had my first road running 

experience, “Attack on Flour,” a crowd-funding fun run whose goal was to protest the 

unjust registration system of “The Color Run,” that I noticed how popular road running 

has become in Taiwan. However, my first road running experience was not what I 

expected; there were fewer sports elements, and it was more like a secular carnival. 

First, the location could not accommodate many runners at once. In the first two 

kilometers, I felt like a tiny sardine, squeezed between other well-dressed sardines, and 

there were no place to actually “run up.” Most of the time, I could only walk. 

Furthermore, the powder areas were a mess and loud noise was common, but that is the 

true meaning of “Attack on Flour”: mimicry of The Color Run, where, when runners 
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pass by a certain spot, colorful powders are dropped down and attach to their T-shirt, 

and the colorful T-shirts with sweat and powders are the best souvenirs. “Attack on 

Flour” was beyond my imagination of what road running should be like. This was the 

starting point where I began to gain more interest in observing road running in Taiwan.  

Another phenomenon that caught my attention was the fact that my female friends 

who used to avoid getting sweaty or hated exercising started to go to the gym and 

attended all types of road running races. They shared their road running experiences on 

social media and enjoyed wearing sportswear like never before. A women’s sports 

movement seemed to emerge in Taiwan via road running, and the image of the “sporty 

girl” and the value of a “good body shape” have been strengthened by the media, and 

the rise of social media played an important role in it. I also noticed that, with high 

registration fees, most popular road running events were held in the city, where many 

agents cooperated or competed. From this point of view, road running seemed to be 

more than just gender but a power struggle under the political, economic structure. 

Therefore, whether road running in Taiwan was more than a costly form of physical 

exercise, appealing to people of a certain status to join, is an interesting and worthwhile 

topic to explore. 
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Lately, resistance to the road running craze has emerged. In fact, road running 

events have been accused of causing a great deal of inconvenience in Taipei. Event 

organizers have been blamed for sacrificing citizens’ rights (occupying the roads and 

wasting police resources to direct traffic) and often causing noise and environmental 

pollution. The government and citizens seemed to gain nothing but provided free 

advertising for the organizers (盧姮倩 Lu Heng-Chian, 2014; 陳正健 Chen Cheng-

Jian, 2014). At the end of 2014, Taipei city government announced a new regulation 

for road running: “Taipei Road Race Events Audit Pilot Plan” (Taipei City Government, 

2014). Road running events with more than 3,000 participants would be categorized 

into three different sections: A (boulevard-lined route), B (great scenery and artistic 

aura route), C (riverside park and family playground route) based on the running route 

and number of participants. The frequency of road running events was restricted, race 

organizers are required to file an application six months in advance, and only those that 

pass an audit can hold events in the city of Taipei. This regulation went into effect in 

2015; therefore, we could take this new regulation as the first countermeasure taken by 

Taipei city government in response to the non-stop road running craze in Taipei. 
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1.2 Purpose of the research  

Why road running organizers started to hold “for females only” road race events 

after 2011 was my first question. From my observation, the trend of women’s road 

running events emerged from actions of the media, sporting goods manufacturers, and 

society’s atmosphere. The media promoted an image of what a confident, modern 

woman should look like. Instead of being thin and bony, women are willing to pursue 

a healthy self-image with a good body shape. People manage their bodies and see them 

as an asset signifying social status to compete with others (Baudrillard, 1998). 

Previous road running studies in Taiwan have emphasized body physiology (吳永

發 Wu Yung-Fa, 2006; 唐乾玲、湯幸芬 Tang Chien-Ling & Tang Hsing-Fen, 2014; 

蔡清洲 Tsai Ching-Chou, 2007), commerce, using road running as a marketing tool for 

company to gain a good reputation (吳孟書 Wu Meng-Shu, 2011; 李協政 Li Hsieh-

Cheng 2014; 李寵珍 Lee Chung-Chen, 2013; 林家君 Lin Chia-Chun, 2008; 林欽禮

Lin Ching-Lee, 2005; 楊宛儒 Yang Wan-Ru, 2013), and sports tourism as a new type 

of city tourism (張孝銘 Chang Hsiao-Ming, 2006; 張孝銘、邱姿菁 Chang Hsiao-

Ming & Chu Zih-Jing, 2011; 曾瑞程 Tseng Ruei-Cheng, 2009). Studies that have 

examined the representation of women in road running are rare, and regarding sports 
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as a symbolic significance ideology mechanism (Hall, 1985), little research has been 

carried out that how different road running related actors construct female road running. 

Given the rise in female road running, either women participate in it, or sporting goods 

manufacturers hold it, this represents an important gap in literature.  

The purpose of this study was to explore conceptually and empirically some of the 

possible reasons for the rise of female road running in Taiwan. By analyzing how media 

represented sporting women in different aspects regarding road running, and examining 

the arguments made by the female road running related actors, I believe that the current 

research could offer more insights on road running development in Taiwan and extend 

the findings on women’s representation in sports media. As Barthes (1998) once said, 

the most powerful politics is not when it is easy to be see but when it is absent, allowing 

myths to do their work and ideologies to take charge of the privileged status. The 

significance of the media and female road running related actors’ impact on female road 

running events cannot be underestimated.   

1.3 Thesis structure  

 The current study aims to examine different actors’ roles in constructing female 

road running in Taiwan, mainly addressing the influence on the media and business. 
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First, the overall background, social facts, and purpose of the study are given. Chapter 

two contains a relevant literature review steered by the research questions. First, it looks 

at sports and gender, how women have been treated outside of sports, and the 

development of women’s sports. Then, it examines related discourses of media 

representation of sportswomen, including women’s characteristics and the gender 

power relationship. Afterwards, I discuss the changing concept of fitness and women’s 

sportswear and how it relates to consumer culture. Regarding sports and capital, long 

linked to each other because of their intimate relationship with the media, in the third 

section of chapter two, I look at the construction of the sports/media complex and how 

it transformed from TV advertisers to sports sponsors as the main capital sources based 

on different sports type. The key factors that affect firms’ endorsement on women’s 

sports are also taking into discussion. At Last, in the end of chapter two, I introduce 

Taiwan’s road running history since 1946; meanwhile, clarify the different stages’ 

features and the represented meanings.  

Chapter three precisely identifies two research questions: (1) how has the women’s 

road running been represented by the media? (2) What types of marketing strategies 

have road running-related actors employed to attract female consumers? Meanwhile, 
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describes the methodology of the research, in which discourse analysis and in-depth 

interviews were conducted. Chapter four mainly analyzes six female road running 

publications and six general road running publications on women’s represented 

characteristics, the gender power relationship, and the body aesthetic value. After 

interview five road running-related actors (including road running magazine editor, 

road running organizer), I examine how sporting goods manufacturers have adopted 

different marketing strategies to attract female customer. Last, chapter five discusses 

sports, media, gender, and capital, focusing on their relation with previous studies and 

adding new interpretations and findings; it also addresses limiting conditions and raises 

suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

2.1 Sports and gender 

Sports is a terrain to show society’s values and ideologies and the best place to 

construct masculinity (Shilling, 2004). Rowe (2004) clearly stated that the entrenched 

relationship between sports and masculinity has reinforced the authority of men’s 

domination over sports and coverage of sports in the media. In the past, sports has 

reproduce gender inequity, as women were excluded from sports for a long time. The 

opposition to women’s participation in sports activities was rather clear. There were 

several reasons for this opposition: biologically, women were supposedly more 

vulnerable to injury than men; aesthetically, the image of women engaged in sports was 

not attractive; and, based on social reasons, women participating in sports was thought 

to violate women’s natural role and social expectations (Houlihan, 2007). However, 

according to Coakley and Pike (2009), sports is not more appropriate for either men or 

women, but why do men have more power, more effectiveness, and a greater role 

presented than women? In ancient times, women participate in sports less than men, 

and in the few ethnographic studies of women’s sports experience, women were taken 

as the variables, not the central idea (Hargreaves, 1994). 
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Structuralist Marxism’s major theory of social reproduction posits that “social 

structures inevitably ensure that the dominant culture, class and power relations are 

reproduced” (Hargreaves, 1994). Therefore, gender inequity within social relationships 

is rooted in a patriarchal social structure. Bourdieu (1984) tended to favor “capital” 

concept to interpret sports. He considered sports “physical capital”, highly valued for 

men and boys, by contrast, estimated low for women and girls. In men’s domination, 

based on Houlihan’s (2007) argument, women need to overcome three barriers before 

entering sports field: “infrastructural barriers”, “superstructural barriers”, and 

“procedural barriers”. Because all of these barriers are driven by class and gender, it is 

difficult for women to conquer the existing structure (Lafrance, 1998). 

However, nowadays, sports is no longer reserved for men; more sports is now 

accessible to more women than ever before, and women can select their own sports of 

interest. More studies have shown that sports has become a tool for women to change 

their social status, combat repression, and show their individual agency while playing 

sports (Ifekwunigwe & Jayne, 2009; 張雅惠 Chang Ya-Hui, 2004; 陳渝苓、廖明慧

Chen Yu-Ling & Liao Min-Hui, 2009). Liberal feminism in Western countries actively 

promotes the legitimacy of women’s equality in sports. It rejects biological explanations 
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of women’s unsuitability for sports, claiming that their oppression was rooted in 

patriarchy and centralized state power and that, if women are given the opportunity, 

they can play as well as men do (Hargreaves, 2004). Liberal feminism’s implications 

are substantial. For the first time, someone overthrew the biological determination that 

had been the main reason for opposition to women’s equality in sports. Feminists 

claimed that it was culture, not nature, that kept women from sports and that only 

enacted legislation to protect women’s sports right could break men’s dominance over 

women (Hargreaves, 1994). However, liberal feminist scholars asked for equality but 

did not explain clearly what type of equality they were looking for; blindly following 

the mainstream society’s ideology, they neglected to integrate the wider social 

background and overlooked the heterogeneity of “all women” (Hargreaves, 1994). 

Separatism is another issue in women’s sports, articulated by sportswomen who were 

frustrated and suffered serious discrimination. Separation from men gave women 

access to a range of sports and created their own experience of sporting femininity. 

Nevertheless, the “feminine-appropriate” and “masculine-appropriate” sports brought 

sports back to the original dichotomy between men and women, re-creating the fixed 

social structure. The “natural” or “biological” myth blinded people and ignored the 
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changing feminine and masculine features with different gender relations (Hargreaves, 

1994).  

However, from the perspective of third-wave feminism (postfeminism), which 

corresponded with postmodern and post-structural thoughts, they rejected the 

dichotomy between male/female, active/passive, dependent/independent, and so on but 

accepted pluralism and embraced contradiction (Hall, 2005), seeing difference as an 

advantage instead of unifying (Hardin, 2011). Postfeminists also suggested that 

participation in sports offered opportunities for both women and men; however, at the 

same time, the conditions could be mercurial: either empowering or oppressive to both 

sides (Hall, 2005) Therefore, whether women’s participation in road running in Taiwan 

can be regarded as empowering or oppressive needs to be studied.  

So far, sports and gender can be narrowed down to men’s long-lasting domination 

over women, the revolution of women’s sports rights and breaking the divisions by 

class, embracing pluralism. However, women’s subordinate position in sports has been 

duplicated in the media as well, and women have been situated in a double 

subordination dilemma.  
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2.2 Sporting women: media representations 

In the late 1960s and 1970s, a man-centered media dominated the world. The 

media molded myth, idealized women’s bodies, and challenged women’s movements 

and feminists; therefore, the media became the major focus of feminist research (Gill, 

2007; 倪炎元 Ni Yan-Yuan, 2003). The significance of media representation is that, 

like all other media, through selection, composition, and manipulation, it depicts the 

order and the ideology of society (Rowe, 2004). Hargreaves (1994) took magazines and 

comics as examples, describing how they stood as powerful public symbols to affect 

the gender roles of children’s perceptions to construct gender conception. In media texts, 

women have been underrepresented in sporting organizations and as skillful athletes 

(Hargreaves, 1994). However, nowadays, under the hardship and dedication of feminist 

scholars, with more women participating in sports, the role of the media needs to be 

reconsidered. Does the media recreate and promote male hegemony over women or 

reproduce gender stereotypes? How the media presents gender, and especially women, 

is the core question. 

Around 2003, most gender and media sports studies fell into the category of 

television (Messner et al., 2003; Higgs et al., 2003; Rowe, 2004). Afterwards, more 
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accumulated empirical study on sports photography expanded the problem of gender 

bias: sportsmen were pictured more than sportswomen, and they were given prevalently 

more attention than women athletes (Rowe, 2004). Similar results were found in 

Western countries such as the U.S.A. (Lumpkin & Williams, 1991; Duncan et al., 1991; 

Kane & Greendorfer, 1994), Britain (Hargreaves, 1994), New Zealand (French, 2013). 

Media exposure is one aspect of power in the sports media, and image representation 

is another. Previous studies had significant overlap regarding the coverage of 

sportswomen’s characteristics in the media.  

(1) Sportswomen’s characteristics  

Sportswomen have been consistently trivialized and marginalized (Kane & 

Greendorfer, 1994). McKay noting that they reacted passively, independently, and 

heavily relied on men both emotionally and technically (quoted in Hargreaves, 1994, 

p.147). Often, sportswomen’s images are full of sexualized femininity symbols and 

feature more domestic contexts (pregnant or with children), depicting a gender role 

rather than women’s athleticism (Rowe, 2004). In Theberge’s study, she pointed out 

that if any women’s sports was reported in detail, it only happened in the traditionally 

considered as showing feminine characteristics sports like gymnastics, swimming. 
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Women rarely covered in non-traditional women’s sports like rugby, basketball, soccer 

(Theberge, 1991). Overall, women are continually portrayed as weak sex object, no 

agency existed, only traditional gender relationships. The represented sportswomen’s 

bodies not only solidified imbalanced gender relationships but also symbolized the 

importance of the “body”.  

The sporting body is the prime appealing instrument of sports, “embodying” wider 

social issues and identities, as sports images always involve sexualized, gendered, 

racialized roles (Rowe, 2004). Through scientific techniques and technologies, humans 

were believed to pursue a “better body,” as it resonated through different societies from 

modernity to postmodernity (Eichberg, 1998). Several studies on sportswomen pointed 

to the rise of the “fitness concept” and the changing meaning of women’s sportswear.   

(2) Fitness and women’s sportswear 

Fitness has long been related to militarism, anticommunism, endangered 

masculinity, and competitive sports (King, 2003). However, in early 1980s America, a 

movement known as “fitness boom,” attracted millions of middle-class men and women 

to become followers of a fit body. As individuals were asked to take responsibility for 

their bodies, fitness products pervaded the consumer market: TV fitness shows were 
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broadcasted into living rooms, and the film industry depicted sexualized women, 

promoting a disciplined and slender body (King, 2003). Meanwhile, fitness 

publishing’s emphasis on the sexual and physical appearance of sportswomen’s bodies, 

drawing complaints from many feminists (Smith, 2002). The body then became “a 

status symbol and an emblem of one’s purchasing power, moral worth, and personal 

discipline” (King, 2003, p. 309). The appearance of numerous new fitness-related 

products on the U.S. market was not the simple reason for the fitness boom. King (2003) 

proposed a novel point of view about the rise of fitness, as it was actually the neoliberal 

government’s strategy. With more individuals adopting the idea of pursuing a better 

self, by encouraging them to go to the gym or consume fitness products, the government 

could reduce the health costs and put effort into educating the public to take self-

responsibility for one’s health (Ingham, 1985). Still, more evidence is to prove whether 

this was the actual intention of the government. Except fitness, the significance of 

women’s sporting bodies also involved the display of women’s sportswear.  

Women’s sportswear has changed dynamically since women were allowed to play 

sports, and it is laden with diverse social meanings (江欣惇、許光麃 Chiang Shin-Dun 

& Hsu Kuang-Piao, 2010). “The severe restrictions of stays, corsets and hobble skirts 
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were being replaced by looser-fitting and lighter clothing” (Hargreaves, 1994, p. 92). 

Sportswear reform entailed greater freedom for women and symbolized their physical 

independence, expanding the number of sports items available to them. Simultaneously, 

it enabled women to experience the physical joy of movement, as they entered into 

more varied spheres of sports (Hargreaves, 1994). 江欣惇、許光麃 Chiang Shin-Dun 

and Hsu Kuang-Piao(2010) captured the social and cultural connotations of women’s 

sportswear development. They argued that women’s sportswear changes represented 

the course of women pursing body autonomy, similar to Hargreaves’s (1994) viewpoint.  

Different generations have unequivocal standards regarding sportswear; it stands 

for contemporary social constraints and aesthetic value judgment, and sportswear is 

another means of making women’s image conform to social expectations. In the modern 

epoch, women’s sportswear is assumed to play a more significant role in gaining capital 

and valuing aesthetics than was previously the case (江欣惇、許光麃 Chiang Shin-

Dun & Hsu Kuang-Piao, 2010). The media orients the clothing and athletes’ bodies, 

and it focuses on feminine sportswear, personal style, and a curved body shape. 

According to the media’s representation, beauty, a feminine temperament, and attire 

were the only capital that women have to compete with men’s masculinity (Hargreaves, 
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1994). Modern sportswear, moreover, helped women to enhance their feminine, sexy 

characteristics, and the curved body shape no longer points to leisurewear or sportswear 

but is more practical, functional, and fashionable. In this spirit, sports has become 

inseparable from the commercialization of the female body and the commercialization 

of sexuality (Hargreaves, 1994). 

It was clear that, under the saturation of the public culture industry, girls were 

bombarded with idealized images of the female shape that were almost impossible to 

ignore and separate from consumer culture (Hargreaves, 1994). Reading and analyzing 

media sports texts provided opportunities to reify social ideology and manipulation of 

cultural power. So far, the body presentations of sportswomen correspond to the gender 

inequity and the dominant heterosexuality in sports (Hargreaves, 1994), which putting 

under Taiwan road running texts, demanded further examination of sportswomen’s 

characteristics and what kind of the body aesthetic values it praised.  

2.3 Sports and media: the happiest marriage  

(1) Sports and capital (sports/ media complex) 

Sports is difficult to separate from the media. The relationship between sports and 

the media was central in benefit exchange, especially in magnifying the economic 
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profits (Rowe, 1996); both mutually depended on each other, so it has been described 

as the happiest marriage. Previous studies have done a great deal to explore the linkage 

between the two, and there were several reasons that sports and the media are meant 

for each other. Rowe (2004) pointed out that sports can easily catch people’s attention, 

satisfying and stimulating public demands. In addition, it offered news report; 

meanwhile, produced consumer loyalty to media content and advertised products. The 

media, on the one hand, met the “uncertainty and emergent” principle of sports, 

functionally generating instant updates, vivid images, constant sports results, and off-

screen information that can hardly be replaced. It is a means to stimulate people’s 

interest before an event and revitalize sporting events afterwards (Rowe, 2004). Jhally 

(1984) coined the term “sports/media complex” to describe the interweaving and 

complicated relationship between sports and media after examining the material and 

cultural dynamic of North American sports development. In his paper, he claimed the 

historical turning point, for it clearly indicates the intimate relationship between sports 

and media is the emergence of professional sports and television.  

The emergence of the television made sports a body-absent activity; people do not 

need to be present, as just pressing a button and turn on the television is enough to enjoy 
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a wonderful sporting event with different angles (zoom-in, replay, slow motion) and 

splendid comments. The possibility of body absence drove advertisers to pay for the 

media (television) while arranging a series of advertisements placed between media 

sports content to lure the audience into the commodity world (Jhally, 1984; Wenner, 

1989; Rowe, 2004). However, the visible media sports content per se is not what is 

being sold; the intangible but real “audience” is considered the most valuable and 

reliable commodity and is the crucial key to stimulate the marriage of the media and 

sports (Jhally, 1984). Jhally concluded that sports’ commodification, from sports itself 

to the appearance of television, created an “audience time” commodity, and further 

links to advertised commodities and solidified the combination of the media (television) 

and sports.  

By drawing upon Jhally’s discussion of the sports/media complex, later Western 

scholars placed more emphasis on the sports broadcast industry, mostly related to 

televised, spectator sports (Cave & Crandall, 2001). Due to the severe competition for 

sports broadcast rights, the broadcast industry became monopolistic with high 

broadcast fees and once the television withdrew the financial support, many sports 

organizations would immediately collapse sports organization (Wenner, 1989). 
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Therefore, whether the existence of a few hegemonic authorities could harm sports 

development and further affect public sports rights and the government’s role in the 

broadcasting sector were the nexus discussions of sports broadcast rights studies 

(Scherer, J & Whitson, 2009; Smith, 2010). Not surprisingly, given its profile, the vast 

majority of research into sports and media has focused on mega sports events, like 

Olympics, NBA, MLB, mostly counted as spectator sports, but what needed to be 

explained more with respect to the sports/media complex was participatory sports, like 

road running. 

(2) Sports sponsorship  

Road running has a rather discernible sports/media complex pattern compared 

with ball games (spectator sports). First, broadcast right are not the main revenues for 

road running, therefore sponsors replaced TV advertisers in attracting road running 

attendants and targeted audience group. The media, then, played the role of promoting 

the sports events by generating mediated sport contents. Sports organization, in this 

case could be sporting goods manufacturers like Nike/ Mizuno or other sports 

marketing company (see Figure 1). 

Under the impact of globalization, Nike’s brand name and its swoosh logo, have 
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become a popular, well-known symbol in the world. According to Goldman and 

Papson(1998), Nike is a money-making machine. This multinational corporation 

produced top-line shoes in five countries, and successfully creates, promotes, and 

inspires consumption. The individualism places in Nike’s slogan like “Just do it”, 

“There is no finish line”, and “You don’t win silver- you lose gold”, emphasizes self-

empowerment, and create a commodity culture in the era of globalization (Miller, 

Lawrence, Mckay, Rowe, 2001).  

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. A model of media, sports, and sponsors’ relationships 

Given that road running sponsorship agreements are increasingly considered as an 
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merely selling their product but gaining company reputation (蘇伯千、何育敏、褚曾

文、楊聯琦 Su Po-Chien, Ho Yu-Min, Chuu Tseng-Wen, Yang Lain-Chi, 2014). “Title 

sponsor” is a prevalent way to introduce capital into marathons. Both 方信淵、林裕

恩、高錦勝 Fang Shin-Yuan, Lin Yu-En, and Kao Jin-Sheng(2005) and 黃蕙娟 Huang 

Hui-Chuan (2010) provided invaluable information and analysis on ING Taipei 

marathon marketing strategies. First, the ING group is the initial group that organized 

sponsorship for global marathon events (方信淵等人 Fang Shin-Yuan et al., 2005). In 

黃蕙娟 Huang Hui-Chuan’s (2010) study of the 2004-2008 ING Taipei marathon, she 

pointed out that the marathon was co-organized by Taipei’s government and road 

running associations and at the same time sponsored by and named for ING. The ING 

Taipei marathon used several marketing tools, such as advertising, media booklets, and 

Internet marketing, not restricted to television but included various ways to appeal to 

more participants.  

Compared with Taiwan road running sponsorship studies, focused more on large-

scale events and the effects of integrated marketing communication, Shaw and Amis 

(2001), cut through a different dimension to discuss sports sponsorship. They attempted 

to acquire an understanding of why some firms choose not to invest in women’s sports 
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while others do. Shaw and Amis (2001) first stated unequivocally that women’s sports 

has the potential to be a very useful marketing tool for certain firms who try to target 

female consumers. They discussed three main factors that caused women’s sports being 

largely ignored as a marketing tool by most firms. The prejudiced values and beliefs of 

senior, male decision makers, the subordinate media representation of women, and 

mimetic pressure on managers who try to lower the uncertainty factors by imitating 

other company’s behavior. Though they only compared two firms’ decision making on 

sponsor women’s sports, it helps clarify the focus of the current study. From sponsor’s 

point of view, whether female road running is worth invested or not, based on how 

female runners been represented on the media, and whether other firms have considered 

endorsing female road running as a marketing tool. Lastly, and most importantly, the 

decision maker’s perception and imagination of female road running.  

From spectator to participatory sports, men’s to women’s sports, TV advertisers to 

sports sponsors, media and sports are still closely stick to each other. The sports/ media 

complex would not easily be replaced. Accordingly, the dynamic of how sports/ media 

complex works in a participatory, women’s sports is something worth to discuss. Before 

I depict and clarify my research questions and methods, I would like to outline the 
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Taiwan’s road running development first.   

2.4 A brief history of Taiwan’s road running 

“Road running” is a modern term. In ancient times, running was included in the 

track and field domain; it usually took place on a track, not a road, and was based on 

kilometer lengths and named marathon or ultramarathon. Nowadays, road running 

includes wider genres, such as jogging, long-distance runs, marathons, half marathons, 

ultramarathons, triathlons, and run ups. Distances from 200-meter children’s events to 

42.195-kilometer or more than 100-kilometer marathon adult events are available to the 

public (朱立心 Chu Li-Hsin, 2013).  

Among the sporadic research focusing on Taiwanese marathons and track and field, 

雷寅雄 Lei Yin-Hsiung’s (1998) Taiwan Track and Field Development is considered a 

representative book on early Taiwan track and field. It contains many precise data, 

documents, and rare images from 1946 to 1973, authentically recording Taiwan’s early 

sports development. According to 雷寅雄 Lei Yin-Hsiung (1998), in 1946, the Taiwan 

Province government held the first provincial sports meet(台灣省運動會) on October 

25 to celebrate Taiwan Restoration Day(光復節), and such meets were held every year 

for thirty years. Restricted by muddy sports fields and capricious weather, the quality 
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of early track and field improved slowly. The men’s competitive marathon started in 

1947, at the second Taiwan provincial sports meet, and it was only open to the top two 

athletes from each city. Women’s competitive marathon late until 1983 officially 

included in Taiwan province sports meeting competition events (雷寅雄 Lei Yin-

Hsiung, 1998). Similar to the case in other countries (Hargreaves, 1994), early sports 

development in Taiwan extoled the virtues of masculinity and sports elitism. 

From the 1940s to the 1970s, running events were controlled by the government. 

With a clear diplomatic purpose, sports had more political meaning in constructing 

nationalism and ruling legitimacy in early Taiwan sports history. 3  In 1955, the 

Republic of China Track & Field Committee(中華民國田徑協會)4 was established. 

In 1978, under the leadership of Chi Cheng (紀政), the Republic of China Track & 

Field Association initially arranged a four-month winter outdoor road running event to 

promote a countrywide atmosphere for sports running annually from November until 

February. As the number of road running participants gradually increased, in 1982, the 

quarterly cross-country events officially became “road running” events; the 

																																																								
3 During the 1960s, the best-known Taiwanese athletes, the “Asian Iron Man,” Yang Chuan-Kuang (楊
傳廣), and “Asia’s Flying Antelope,” Chi Cheng(紀政), both stood out in international sports 
competition in the 1960 and 1968 Olympic games (雷寅雄 Lei Yin-Hsiung, 1998). 
4 Now Chinese Taipei Track & Field Association  
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government opened the whole year to hold road running events, and this paved the way 

for local governments to hold road running events individually (邱榮基、畢璐鑾 Chiu 

Rung-Chi & Bi Lu-Luan, 2005).  

In 1986, the Taipei International Marathon became the first marathon named after 

a city, standing for Taiwan road running from field to road, from suburb to city. The 

milestone embodied a new form of sports tourism that was encoded in the city 

marketing strategies to increase the marathon tourism momentum. 許績勝、許光麃、

呂佳莉 Hsu Gi-Sheng, Hsu Kuang-Piao, and Lu Chia-Li (2013) examined the route 

planning and transitions of the Taipei International Marathon. As the first city-held 

marathon in Taiwan, because of the road route length growth (from 10 kilometers5 to 

42 kilometers) and urban development conflict6, the city marathon challenged the city 

order and was considered the best city-promoting tool. It is a pity that the study was 

only based on route planning descriptions instead of conducting a deeper analysis of 

the relationship between the Taipei International Marathon and the Taipei City 

spectacle or image. In 2004, the Taipei International Marathon became the ING Taipei 

International Marathon, sponsored by the ING Capital Life Insurance Company, and 

																																																								
5 From 1981-1985, a 10-kilometer mini-marathon was held every year in Taipei. 
6 During the Taipei city metro construction, it was difficult to hold a marathon in the city. 
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created many breakthroughs, appealing to great athletes from both inside and outside 

Taiwan to take part. It was even recognized by the International Association of Athletics 

Federations (IAAF) as an international credentialed event, showing the public and 

private sector’s co-partnership. According to 吳 孟 書 Wu Meng-Shu (2010), 

corporations could foster their reputation and draw consumer support by holding road 

running events. Thus, at this stage, the marathon was combined with tourism and 

sponsored by private entrepreneurs, creating a different picture compared with previous 

periods. However, 郭豐州 Kuo Feng-Chou (2013) stated that, “around 2008, local road 

running clubs started to hold small-scale marathons by themselves, which became a 

special characteristic of Taiwanese marathon.” Therefore, not just entrepreneurs but 

grassroots power was involved. Extending from the city marathon, more actors have 

joined road running since 2011, which I regard as the “marathoneconomic period.” It 

was a whole new stage for road running development in Taiwan, characterized by 

“interesting,” “genderizing,” and “more youth people involved”. 

Nike launched the first female road race in 2011, and it dominated the female road 

running market until 2013, when two more female road races were held by Mizuno and 
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a female website7. In 2014, Nike, Mizuno, and a non-sports company, the Chungwa 

Association for International Exchange of Recreational Sports (中華國際休閒運動交

流協會) initiated three other female road running events. This was the first time that 

road running had a gender restriction, which is my focal point in the current study. In 

2013, Taiwan introduced the “Color Run” fun run, and within a couple of months, the 

fun run started a new fad, leading to a series of themes with diverse titles, such as the 

Zombie Fun Run, Hello Kitty Road Run, Red Wine Fun Run, and Run for the Earth. 

From then on, road running is not purely a sports but has cosplay elements that people 

enjoy, which is “interesting”. The marathoneconomic period does not have apparent 

organizers but multiple authorities (蕭涵 Shiou Han, 2014), even the crowd itself (張

家瑋 Chang Chia-Wei, 2014).  

張烽益 Chang Fong-Yi (2015) ultimately concluded that the Taiwan road running 

trend that started in 2010 had apparently connecting to Taiwanese youth. In 2005, 

runners 40-49 years old accounted for the main percentage, while in 2014, those 30-39 

years old were the biggest running group. Youth and adolescents massively joined road 

running and changed the original running environment. And the growing number of 

																																																								
7 Baby You, a women’s website devoted to gender topics.  
http://www.babyou.com/opencms/?__locale=zh_TW 
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road running participants in this period was attributed to government’s promotion and 

the arise of social media. The Taiwan Sports Administration promoted sports through 

several plans: the “Sunshine Fitting Plan,” the “Sports Population Growth Plan,” and 

“Build a Sports Island.” Through the efforts of the government, non-government 

organizations, schools, and local groups, Taiwanese people have become more aware 

of the importance of leisure sports and participation has gradually increased, but “fun 

run,” followed by the rise of the Internet generation, grew fast and became omnipresent 

(葉基 Yeh Ji, 2013). Especially with the use of smart phones, message communication 

has become instantaneous. 邱仕騰、蕭嘉惠 Chiu Shih-Teng and Shiou Chia-Huei 

(2014) took Color Run as an example, showing that fun runs exhibit some differentiated 

features from previous road running activities. For example, promotion is done via not 

just traditional media but also through social media such as Facebook and Twitter to 

spread the message. Fan pages, embedded pictures, retweet, and reposts are all potent 

factors that announce the success of the fun run wave. Similarly, 萬年生 Wan Nien-

Sheng(2015) cited the rise of social media as one of the prime reasons that people 

replaced photos of restaurant delicacies with pictures in the sweltering gym or outdoors.  

It became apparent that road running had a spillover effect. If we analyze the 
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popular road running events in Taiwan recently, it becomes clear that most of them were 

hosted by sporting goods manufacturers, and almost all of them required high entry 

fees, with many limited consumable products and gear. In Taiwan, not just sports related 

products but also food, clothing, and smartphone applications have enthusiastically 

been combined with sports elements (萬年生 Wan Nien-Sheng, 2015). The first 

runner’s restaurant, Rest & Run, which featured meals designed especially for runners 

and offered a shower room and cloakroom in Taipei, the popularity of athleisure 

clothing, designed for athletic workouts, are all strong evidences of the spillover effect 

of road running craze. However, at the end of 2014, Taipei city government first 

announced a new regulation for road running: the “Taipei Road Race Events Audit Pilot 

Plan” (Taipei City Government, 2014). Road running events with more than 3,000 

participants would be categorized into three different sections: A (boulevard-lined 

route), B (great scenery and artistic aura route), and C (riverside park and family 

playground route) based on the running route and number of participants. This 

regulation went into effect in 2015. The frequency of road running events was restricted, 

we could take this new regulation as the countermeasure taken by city government in 

response to the non-stop road running craze in Taiwan. 
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To sum up, the four stages of Taiwan road running development, started from 1946 

till now, feature different characteristics and leading by different institutions, 

represented diverse social meanings (see Table 1). This study, thus, focused on the 

“Marathon economy” period, especially on how media and business co-constructed the 

female road running with different means. In the next chapter, based on the literature 

review, I would clarify my research questions and describe my methodology in detail, 

including how I collected the sampling data, selected interviewees, and my analyzed 

dimensions. 

Table 1: Four stages of Taiwan road running development (1946- now) 
Stage Taiwan province 

sports meeting 
(1940s-1970s) 

Road running 
promoting 

(1970s - Mid1980s) 

City Marathon 
(Mid1980s-2010s) 

 

Marathon economy 
(2010s-Now) 

Features ●Elitism 
●Competitive events  

●Ordinariness 
●Marathon form 

●Sponsorship  
●Tourism marathon  
●Runner clubs  

●Interesting  
●Gendering  
●More youth involved 

Leader ●Country/city government ●Republic of China   
 Track & Field  
 Association 

 

●Republic of China   
 Track & Field   
 Association  
●Taipei Road Running  
 Association  
●Country/city 
 government 
●Private entrepreneurs/  
 runner’s club 

●Taipei Road Running 
 Association 
●Country/city 
 government 
●Private entrepreneurs 
●Marketing company  

Meaning ●Ruling legitimacy  
●Nationalism 

●Sports for all citizen 
●Central government  
 decentralized 

●Internationalized  
●Private sector involved  
●City spectacle, urban   
 governance 

●Road running capitalized 
●Public self-performance 
●Government re-regulation 

Important 
institution 

establishment 

●1955 Republic of China  
 Track & Field committee  
 (中華民國田徑委員會) 
●1973 Renamed after  
 Republic of China 
 Track & Field 
 Association 
 (中華民國田徑協會) 

 ●1988 Sports committee 
 (體育委會) 
●1994 Taipei Road  
 Running Association 
 (中華民國路跑協會) 
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Chapter Three: Research Questions and Method 

3.1 Research questions  

Sports, a contemporary medium to carry many messages and show ideologies, is 

increasingly difficult to separate from the media (Rowe, 2004). Wenner (1989) noted 

that, if we want to obtain a clear overview of the media and sports in society, 

understanding from different perspectives is needed, including (1) the audience’s 

viewpoint of why they consume sports media; (2) a critical analysis the ideologies and 

values of sports media content; and (3) an examination of the sports media production 

complex. In the current study, I analyze the ideologies and values of sports media 

content to understand better the emergence of women’s road running events. 

Starting in 2011, some road running books were officially posted online.8 There 

were more publications teaching people how to run, and some celebrities were willing 

to share their own running experience in the media as a form of fashion. From my 

observation, most road running publications were for the general public without gender 

limitations, but it was clear that more road running books were published for women 

and sports magazines aimed at female runners too. Therefore, my first research question 

																																																								
8 Lin Yi-Jie (林義傑), a Taiwanese ultramarathon athlete, published the first road running book, Run 
for a Simple Reason, Sharing with You Who Also Like Running.  
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is How has female road running been represented by the media? Based on previous 

literature, we know that sporting women tended to be marginalized and trivialized in 

the media, and most of the images were not related to sports but to domestic affairs. 

What types of images of female road runners are represented in Taiwanese media 

compared with previous studies? Second, the inequality in gender power relationships 

was solidified by the media in previous studies; sporting women were usually portrayed 

as being supportive, emotional, independently relied on men by the media. Would it be 

the same in the road running media context? In addition, since different generations 

have their own body aesthetic value, what type of aesthetic value in terms of body shape 

and sportswear is extolled in Taiwanese road running publications?  

RQ1: How has female road running been represented by the media?  

1.1 What image of sporting women does it represent?  

1.2 What gender power relationship does it represent?  

1.3 What body aesthetic value does it represent? 

Since road running could hardly thrive without road running-related actors such as 

marketing companies, sporting goods manufacturers, and road running organizations. 

Based on the literature, whether women’s sports is worth invested or not, stood on the 
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decision maker’s perception and imagination toward women’s sports, sporting women’s 

media representation, and whether other firms have tended to use the same marketing 

tool. It confirms my research directions─ identify what types of marketing strategies 

female road running-related actors employ to attract female consumers, further 

indirectly to attract sponsor’s attention, and what types of relationship did they have 

with female road running events.  

Figure 1 The model of media, sport and sponsors’ relationships (p.23) is the core 

structure of my second research question. Road running magazine as media 

organizations that generate female runner’s mediated sports contents for sports 

organizations and sponsors. Sports organizations like sporting goods manufacturers, 

Nike and Mizuno, in return, offer media organization advertisement fees. But sports 

organizers could be sports marketing company as well and sporting goods 

manufacturers; however, can transform to sponsors, depends whether sporting goods 

manufacturers held the running events by itself or not. Lastly, sponsors could be any 

firms, organizations that offer financial support to female road running. Therefore, by 

employing in-depth interviews with road running magazine editor, sporting goods 

manufacturers’ directors or managers, and road running organizers, I try to find out 
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what marketing strategies they employed for promoting female road running events, 

attracting female consumers, and what’s the relationship within road running actors. 

Consequently, my second specific research question is as follows:  

RQ2: What types of marketing strategies have road running-related actors (including 

road running magazines, organizers, and sporting goods manufacturers) employed to 

attract female consumers?  

3.2 Methods 

The main core of the current study is women’s representation in the media, 

especially with respect to road running; therefore, via discourse analysis, I investigated 

how the media constructs female images during road running, and by detailed 

comparison and analysis, I sought to draw conclusions beyond the discourses and the 

features of road running publications.  

However, studying road running publications alone cannot depict the whole 

picture of female road running in Taiwan. The appeal of road running races is apparent 

in its capacity to attract high-profile corporate sponsors, international corporations, and 

the support of government and celebrities at events across Taiwan, which means that 

more actors were involved. Accordingly, I followed up with in-depth interviews with 
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road running-related actors, including a road running magazine editor, sporting goods 

manufacturers, and road running organizers.  

(1) Discourse analysis 

Discourse analysis has been frequently used to interpret “social artifacts” (游美惠

You Mei-Hui, 2000), which are constructed by society; therefore, it is worth using 

discourse analysis to answer the first research question about how road running media 

represents women. 

Using the keyword “road running” to search three major online bookstores (Bo-

Ke-Lai, Eslite, and Kingstone) on November 1, 2015, I found 390 books and 201 

magazines at Bo-Ke-Lai, 51 Chinese books at Eslite, and 219 books and 50 magazines 

at Kingstone. When I deleted the repeated or irrelevant ones9, there were 52 road 

running publications, including books and magazines. To obtain a vivid picture of how 

media content represents women in road running publications, I compared two genres 

of road running publications, one for the general public and the other specifically for 

women, aiming to make a contrast to highlight the features of female road running 

publications. The books chosen for the analysis were based on their selling rank at the 

																																																								
9 For example, children books, fiction novel, marketing magazines, tour guide books, etc. 
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Bo-Ke-Lai online bookstore. There were six road running books for the general public 

and four women’s road running books in the top 10. Considering the publication date 

and content, I rejected two books. The famous runner Gin Oy had two books in the top 

10; one was Travel Running! (旅跑．日本：歐陽靖寫給大家的跑步旅遊書)and the 

other was Run! Girls Run(歐陽靖寫給女生的跑步書：連我都能跑了，妳一定也可

以！), ranking number three. Though Travel Running! was ranked number 1, it was 

published recently (September 2, 2015), and compared with Run! Girls Run, it stressed 

travel in Japan via participating in Japanese marathons, which made it unsuitable for 

the analysis. Therefore, I chose Run! Girls Run as Gin Oy’s representative work. 

Another book, The Craziness of 51.5 Kilometers (51.5 公里的瘋狂：賈永婕的三鐵美

麗人生), was written by Taiwanese artist Chia Yung-Chieh (賈永婕). It ranked number 

nine in sales and mainly addressed her iron girl triathlon experience. Because the topic 

involved more than road running, I dropped it from the analysis, leaving three road 

running books for the general public, three for female as the analysis samples. 
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Table 2: Sampling female road running books 
Cover Title Author Year Publisher Ranking 

(Bo-Ke-Lai) 

 

Run!Girls 
Run 
歐 陽 靖 寫 給 女

生的跑步書：連

我都能跑了，妳

一定也可以！ 

Gin Oy   
歐陽靖 

2013 Locus 
Publishing 

大塊文化 

3 

 

Girls Run! 
女生跑起來：路

跑 美 女 雷 里 莎

動作示範!特別

收 錄 最 受 女 生

歡 迎 的 跑 步 健

康食譜! 

Cristina Mitre 
(譯者：葉淑吟) 

2015 Peace 
Culture 
平安文化 

8 

 

Girl’s 
Running 
Training 
Protection 
Book  
女生們的跑步

訓練防護書  

Zhan, Zhong-
Fan, Feng, 
Chih-Chiu  
詹仲凡、風之球 

2015 Start 
Publishing 

Co.  
開始出版有限

公司 

10 

 

 

Table 3: Sampling general road running books 

 

The Running 
Revolution: 
How to Run 
Faster 
Farther and 
Injury Free 
for Life 
羅曼諾夫博士

的姿勢跑法：

十堂核心課

程，根除錯誤

跑姿，跑得更

快、更遠、更

省力，一輩子

不受傷 

Dr.Nicholas 
Nomanok, 
Kurt 
Brungardt 
(譯者：徐國

峰、莊茗傑) 

2015 Faces 
Publishing 

臉譜 

2 
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Technique, 
Conditioning,
Will Power 
and Strength 
體能！技術！

肌力！心志！

全方位的科學

化訓練 

Hsu,Kuo-
Feng, Lo, Yu-
Yin 
徐國峰，羅譽

寅 

2015 Yuan-Liou 
Publishing 

遠流 

4 

 

Daniel’s 
Running 
Formula,3rd  
Edition  
丹 尼 爾 博 士 跑

步方程式 

Jack Daniels 
(譯者：徐國峰) 

2014 Yuan-Liou 
Publishing 

遠流 

5 

 

To select magazines for the analysis, I used the keyword “running” at the Bo-Ke-

Lai online bookstore, obtaining 239 results. I narrowed down the context to Chinese 

magazines since I focused on the Taiwan road running phenomenon, leaving only 153 

results were left. I concentrated on running magazines, not just a few pages on running 

topics within a magazine. Hence, Urban Runners, Running Master, Running Life(跑步

生活), Runnnn(跑跑步), and iRun (愛跑客) qualified as options. Regarding the number 

of issues, Urban Runners and Running Master both published three issues in 2014 and 

2015, and iRun(愛跑客) only had one issue, too few for the sample. In contrast, 

Running Life( 跑 步 生 活 )and Runnnn( 跑 跑 步 )printed eleven and seven issues, 

respectively, enough to provide an adequate sample. Interestingly, Running Life(跑步

生活)and Runnnn(跑跑步)have two very different styles. Three issues of Running 
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Life(跑步生活) stressed women-related topics, whereas the Runnnn(跑跑步)agenda 

was more general, providing first-hand marathon news and its articles did not have a 

particular gender preference. Therefore, for Running Life(跑步生活), I chose three 

issues (one, four, and a special issue) that addressed women’s topics, and for Runnnn(跑

跑步), I chose three bestselling issues (four, five, and six) at the Bo-Ke-Lai online 

bookstore for the analysis. I also aimed to compare the two magazines. 

Table 4: Sampling road running magazines 

Cover  Title Volume Year  Publisher 

 

Running Life 
跑步生活 

1, 4, Special 
Issue 

2014 Ji-Ben-Gong-shih  
基本工事 

 

Runnnn 
跑跑步 

4,5,6 2014 Dotmoremedia 
達摩媒體 

 

(2) In-depth interviews 

In the literature review, it became clear that the media is part of the social structure 

that constructs mainstream ideologies; many actors are involved in fanning the flames 

of female road running. Road running, as a participatory sport, has the potential to 

gather thousands of runners at the same time and same place, thereby generating 
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astonishing economic scales and attracting the attention of diverse sponsors. As a result, 

I intend to investigate the types of marketing strategies that are employed by road 

running related actors: sporting goods manufacturers, road running organizers, and 

magazine editors.  

Since 2011, sporting goods manufacturers have been enthusiastically involved in 

holding road running races to promote their own sports products. Therefore, a trend that 

began with Nike has expanded to include Mizuno, Puma, and New Balance. 

Accordingly, sporting goods manufacturers are key actors in the road running industry. 

This is especially the case for Nike, which created the first female-only road running 

event in Taipei. Although Mizuno was a bit late in deciding to hold women’s road 

running races from 2013, there is no doubt that Nike and Mizuno are the two most 

representative sporting goods manufacturers in Taiwan’s female road running industry. 

Nevertheless, it has been difficult to contact sporting goods manufacturers during this 

research. In cases when I did manage to get into contact with them, they directly asked 

the marketing companies who arranged their road race events to be my interviewees. 

In this study, therefore, road running organizers speak in place of sporting goods 

manufacturers.  
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Through my friends and professors’ introductions, from January to April 2016, I 

interviewed four marketing company staff members (interviewees RO1-RO4) and one 

road running magazine editor (interviewee MO1). Nike has delegated Taiwan’s Nike 

female road running work to several companies. WongHe PR & Marketing (旺合公關) 

take charge of public relations and all media communications, and Flight International 

Marketing(展逸行銷公司) deals with practical issues related to the route, such as 

advance running route planning, contacting sponsors, and servicing runners. I 

interviewed the manager of WongHe PR & Marketing (interviewee RO1) and the 

director of Flight International Marketing (interviewee RO3), both of whom have much 

experience in organizing Nike’s female road races. For its Lady’s Running work, 

Mizuno has appointed Delicacy Integrated Marketing (驊采整合行銷). I interviewed 

one of their managers (interviewee RO4), who was responsible for the 2015 Mizuno 

Lady’s Running event in Kaohsiung and the 2016 Mizuno Lady’s Running event in 

Taipei. AimHit (精鍊公關)is another professional sports marketing company under the 

Elite Public Relations Group(精英公關集團). In this study, I also interviewed their 

general manager (Interviewee RO2), who has a great understanding of launching 

marketing campaigns for road running events. He tends to take a third party’s 
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perspective, giving objective comments on the female road running events organized 

by Nike and Mizuno. The interview outline focuses on three parts: when the interviewee 

became involved in the industry; his/her opinions about women joining road running 

events; marketing strategies for women’s road running events; and why female 

customers are targeted. Of course, different interviewees were asked slightly different 

questions, but the questions mainly addressed how gender is taken into consideration. 

See Table 5 for basic information about the organizers of road running that were 

interviewed.  

I considered an interview with a road running magazine editor to be necessary if I 

wanted to know more about the media content side, and gain information beyond that 

provided by the road running magazines. Running Life stresses more women-related 

topics than other road running magazines. I interviewed one of the three main editors, 

who is a senior member of Running Life (see Table 6). In the interview, my focus was 

on how road running magazines select their content, whether they have special gender 

preferences, and their cooperation with sporting goods manufacturers. The interviewees 

are given pseudonyms to maintain confidentiality, and any identifying information 

about themselves is withheld. The interview questions are listed in Appendix A. 
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Table 5: Interviewee basic information: road running organizers 

Interviewee 

No. 

Company Position Experience Interview Date  

(Year/ Month) 

RO1 WongHe PR & Marketing  

(Responsible for Nike’s media 

communication)  

Manager 2014- 2016 Nike Women’s  

Road Running  

2016/ 01 

RO2 AimHit Sports Marketing and 

Communication  

General 

Manager 

Wanjinshi Marathon, 

New Taipei City Marathon, 

Bafang Yunji Marathon 

2016/ 01 

RO3 Flight International Marketing  

(Responsible for Nike’s 

marketing)  

 

Director 2011-2016 Nike women 

road running, Standard 

Chartered Marathon, 

Gaomei Wetland Marathon 

2016/03 

 

RO4 Delicacy Integrated Marketing 

(Responsible for Mizuno’s 

Lady Running) 

Manager 2015 Mizuno Lady’s 

Running (Kaosiung) 

2016 Mizuno Lady’s 

Running (Taipei) 

 

2016/04 

 
 

Table 6: Interviewee basic information: media producer 

Interviewee 

No. 

Company Position Experience Interview Date 

(Year/ Month)  

M1 Running Life Magazine Editor 2013- 2016 Running Life 

Magazine editor 

2016/03 
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Chapter Four: Results and Analysis  

4.1 Female runner’s self-empowerment in the media 

This chapter undertakes discourse analysis on the media content identified in 

Chapter Three. These include three female road running books (Run! Girls Run; Girls 

Run!; and Girl’s Running Training Protection Book); three general road running books 

(The Running Revolution: How to Run Faster Farther and Injury Free for Life; 

Technique, Conditioning, Will Power and Strength; and Daniel’s Running Formula, 3rd 

Edition); three Running Life	magazine issues addressing women’s topics; and three 

issues from the general road running magazine Runnnn. By comparing two kinds of 

publications that target different audiences (female vs. general public), I attempt to 

highlight the particularity of “for females only” publications. I specifically focus on 

analyzing the image of female runners, gender power relationships within the texts, and 

body aesthetic values as appraised by the media.  

Before conducting discourse analysis, I would like to elaborate on the names of 

road running publications, and the emergence of road running books dedicated to 

females. All of the three “for females only” road running books examined in this thesis 

use the word “girls” in their titles, thereby emphasizing that they are “for girls only”, 
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and that female running training is separate from male running training. General road 

running books do not use the words “boys” or “men”. Nevertheless, they emphasize the 

pursuit of masculinity and attempt to confirm authoritativeness by the use of certain 

wording. For instance, the Chinese translation of both Daniel’s Running Formula, 3rd 

Edition and The Running Revolution: How to Run Faster Farther and Injury Free for 

Life stress the writers’ title as being “Doctor”, which implies professionalism and 

authority. Besides gesture, technique and conditioning, runners must equip themselves 

with strong will power, and only through scientific training can they be afforded the 

possibility of reaching a competitive status. This can be contrasted to Girl’s Running 

Training Protection Book, where the use of the word “protect” implies the possibility 

of females getting hurt from running training, thereby maintaining a relatively passive 

attitude toward running. In contrast again, Daniel’s Running Formula, 3rd Edition uses 

the word “formula”, which communicates the concept of running being like 

mathematics. If the unknown can be unveiled, running can easily be taken into control, 

and individuals can have positive attitudes toward it. Therefore, through the use of 

different wording, general and “for females only” road running books represent two 

kinds of running imaginations, and maintain traditional gender stereotypes: females are 
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never good at sports (need protection) and men can use sports to strengthen their 

masculinity (technique and strength).  

The emergence of female road running books implies they have a unique meaning. 

Previous gender representation studies have mainly focused on how the third person 

(reporter, males) represent females, finding that women are often trivialized, 

domesticized, sexualized and marginalized, leaving them subordinate to men with no 

agency at all. Media only cares about the female as a body to be gazed upon rather than 

as an athlete. But, different from previous research, my study focusses on the way that 

women represent themselves in female road running books. As post-feminism takes the 

female sexualized body as a weapon, and considers consumerist culture to be an 

important practice for female empowerment, the discourse analysis below starts from 

this perspective by focusing on contemporary female self-representation, asking 

whether there are any striking differences between it and the way third parties represent 

females. In other words, this study seeks to determine whether descriptions and 

emphases of the sporting female depict her as a sexualized, gazed-upon and 

marginalized body, or whether there has been a change.  
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4.1.1 Represented images of the road running female 

 The clear distinction between female road running books and general road running 

books is color. All three female road running books use color printing, compared to 

general road running books, of which only one uses color, resulting in a strong visual 

difference. On the other hand, road running magazines addressing women’s topics and 

general road running magazines both use color printing, such that there is no significant 

difference in color between the two.   

 As a result of color printing, regardless of the clothes worn, the complexion, or the 

facial expression, women in the female road running publications look fresher and more 

vivid than those in general road running publications. This is certainly the case given 

the sweet smile worn by the female runner and her fashionable running equipment; the 

reader cannot help but note her appearance. By contrast, females in general road 

running magazines rarely pose individually, and are often included in a group of people. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 are examples of these differences. While women running on a 

road are featured in both images, the proportion of the photo taken up by female runners 

in Figure 2 is smaller than the space taken up by Gin Oy in Figure 3. Furthermore, the 

front of the faces of the women in Figure 2 is not shown, only their sides. With black 
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and white printing, they look plain. In contrast, Gin Oy’s face is clearly visible in Figure 

3. As a result of color printing, she is given a red complexion and the vague background  

behind her emphasizes her presence.  

 

As for the presentation of content, general road running books often use words 

with diverse kinds of tables to present VDOT value, pacesetting and so on (see Figure 

4). They also tend to include complicated physics formulas, complete training 

schedules to illustrate road running techniques, and rarely use graphics. If graphics are 

utilized, they tend to be dedicated to breaking down the action of running into segments, 

or demonstrating weight training. Most general road running magazines also present 

their content mainly in the form of words. However, the ratio of female road running 

Figure 2. Female runners in general road running book Figure 3. Female runner in female road running book  
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publications presenting content through the use of graphics is much higher (see Figure 

5). Graphics are devoted to presenting multiple forms of content, including scenery 

pictures, recipes, running routes, matching sports clothing, running equipment, and so 

on. Many kinds of visualized content makes women look vivid in female road running 

publications. By contrast, females pictured in general road running publications do not 

seem to carry their own personality, but instead appear doing stretching, or in action-

break downs, almost looking like well-trained robots that are dim and dark.     

 Figure 4. Graphics in general road running book   Figure 5.Graphic in female road running book 

 

When it comes to content itself, female road running books like Run! Girls Run, 

and Girls Run! both go to great lengths to describe the ways in which the authors’ lives 

have changed radically because of running. The constant emphasis is that running can 

help women to experience a whole new life, not just in terms of their body but also their 
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soul. In short, female road running books appear to read more as inspirational books. 

Gin Oy, the author of Run! Girls Run, is the best example of this. The first half of the 

book devotes two chapters to describing her experience, family background, and the 

turning point in her life when she started training to run a marathon. She writes about 

her experience of school bullying, severe depression, suffering from over-eating, and 

later anorexia. She explains that her experiences might have meant she would have 

nothing to do with marathons or running. Today, of course, she is the most prominent 

Taiwanese female runner. 

I had a lonely childhood during which I was bullied. For six years, I suffered from 

severe depression. Some once believed that I would never recover by myself, but I 

made it! I wanted to finish a goal that I could never achieve. Yes! I wanted to run 

a marathon. Only once I had tried it did I know that it was my life direction, and 

that it was enough to prove I was getting stronger and stronger. From now on, no 

matter what obstacles I went through, I had confidence in myself that I would never 

go back to the darkness I had suffered before.  

                                      (Excerpted from Run! Girls Run p.99) 

 From the above excerpt, it is clear that Gin Oy’s mental state changed dramatically 
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as a result of running; she went from a six year long severe depression to having faith 

in herself. This content is private, emotional, and features personal statements. In other 

words, the book aims to enlighten the public on road running and inspire a love of road 

running through Gin Oy’s success. Road running magazines that address women’s 

topics similarly often report the experiences of ordinary female runners and female 

artists’ in becoming a runner. Among the issues, the cover figure of a Taiwanese singer 

called Selina on the 2015 Running Life special issue is most prominent. Selina, as a 

member of the Taiwanese girl group S.H.E, suffered third degree burns during an indoor 

film shooting. This accident seriously affected her running action, but she did not give 

up. In the magazine, she writes about her determination after finishing the Nike 10K 

female marathon. Beyond the brightness of the images of female runners, these kinds 

of inspirational and enthusiastic sentences often appear in female road running 

publications, seeming to imply that any woman who starts running can become “better”, 

and acquire self-empowerment.  

This is unlike general road running books, which attempt to be rational, and do not 

mention many personal experiences or feelings. Instead, they prefer lengthy articles on 

how to “get stronger” by following strict running plans and regular weight training. As 
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a result, the content can be difficult to understand at first sight. For instance, information 

such as maximum oxygen consumption, mechanics formulas, and E,M,T,I,R training 

levels, all depend on numbers, data and formula, making the page appear like a dull 

textbook. Below is an excerpt from Daniel’s Running Formula, 3rd Edition which 

explains one of the training levels, as well as threshold pacesetting (T). A “dull textbook” 

style is evident; one short paragraph includes four pieces of numerical data (86%, 88%, 

89%, 92%), and several unusual professional nouns, such as threshold pacesetting (T) 

and maximum oxygen consumption.   

For a well-trained athlete, the physical definition of threshold pacesetting (T) is 

86% to 88% of maximum oxygen consumption, or 89% to 92% of maximum heart 

rate. However, for less well-trained runners, it is slightly higher than 

approximately 80% of maximum oxygen consumption.                               

               (Excerpted from Daniel’s Running Formula, 3rd Edition p.60) 

Though general road running magazines also share runner’s stories, they tend to 

focus more on road running information, such as the location of road running routes in 

Taiwan, well-known marathons, and sports medical knowledge. The 2015 Runnnn Vol.6 
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systematically introduces 48 road running clubs in Taiwan, in this way resembling a 

dictionary.  

 In brief, images of women in general road running books are duller and darker 

than in female road running publications, no matter whether in terms of color or 

presented form. Although general road running magazines are printed in color, female 

images are not apparent, and the dictionary-like style is similar to general road running 

books. By contrast, women in female road running publications appear to shine from 

head to toe, and are presented in a way that is more vivid (see Table 7).     

Table 7: Represented female runner’s image 

 Color Presented form  Content style Female image 
General road running 

publications  
(books/magazines) 

Book:  
black and white 
Magazine: colored 

Book:  
words + tables 
Magazine: words 

Dictionary  
text book 

Dim 

Female road running 
publications 

(books/magazines)  

Colored Graphics Motivational  
book 

Bright 

4.1.2 Gender power relationships in road running  

“Who” is seen has always been an important issue when it comes to media and 

gender power relationships. In the past, men have occupied most news pages, such that 

women are barely seen. The sport context is even more gendered. Much research has 

pointed out that the sport context has featured inequality in gender ratios for a long time, 
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with men more apparent than women. Image exposure has been demonstrated to be one 

form of power. Therefore, the respective appearances of men and women in road 

running publications might be the first dimension for analysis of gender power 

relationships.   

Table 8 demonstrates that the frequency of the appearance of females is much 

higher in female road running publications than in general road running publications 

(94% > 25%). Females appear in large, individual pictures, and their bodies are 

displayed in many images. This contrasts to general road running publications, where 

females’ pictures are small, and even seem to appear as a contrast to photos of men. 

Considering the frequency of the appearance of different genders alone, females seem 

to have achieved a relative victory compared to the past. Nevertheless, if we closely 

analyze the nature of female and male appearances in the publications, it is evident that 

they still follow traditional gender relationships. 

Table 8: Frequency of female/male appearances 

 Female Male 

General 

road 

running 

books and 

The Running Revolution: 
How to Run Faster Farther and Injury 

Free for Life                            

9 

 

63 

Technique, Conditioning, Will Power 
and Strength 0 191 

Daniel’s Running Formula, 3rd Edition  2 17 
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magazines  Runnnn Vol.4 25 74 

Runnnn Vol.5 17 42 

Runnnn Vol.6 131 166 

Total:                                         184 (25%)      550 (75%) 

Female 

road 

running 

books and 

magazines 

Run! Girls Run                        100 15 

Girls Run!                           40 0 

Girl’s Running Training Protection 

Book 

105 3 

Running Life Vol.1                   68 10 

Running Life Vol.4    36 0 
Running Life, Special Issue             62 0 

Total:                                        411 (94%)     28 (6%) 
                               

Previous studies on gender and power in sports media have revealed that the role 

of men remains above, dominating, and as an instructor, such as by acting as coaches 

or partners, while females are rendered as providing emotional support. On the other 

hand, female athletes are often represented as being strongly dependent, with a sexy 

body, bonded with their children and husband, and depicted in all kinds of trivialized 

images. In other words, the media focuses more on a woman’s clothes, her body shape, 

and her private life, or other things which have nothing to do with her athletic 

performance. As a result, media has attracted criticism and been blamed for 

intentionally attributing female athletes with the gendered role assigned to them by 

society, instead of emphasizing their identity as an athlete.   

In this research, all samples, irrespective of whether they are from general road 
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running books and magazines or from female road running books and magazines, depict 

men as playing an absolutely dominant role. As can be seen in Table 9, the roles of 

Olympic national team members, runners, parents and artists are overlapping for both 

female and males. However, although the role of artist is evident for both genders, the 

number of female artists is much higher than male artists. Those professions that require 

professional or technical skills and an authoritative role, such as coaches, shoemakers, 

or physical therapists, are all performed by males. As for females, their role usually 

features a beautiful appearance and elements of performance, such as models, actresses 

or gymnasts. Therefore, even in 2016, the representation of women and men in road 

running publications maintains the “male command, female obey” traditional 

subordinate relationship.  

Table 9: Gender roles in road running publications  

Male roles Olympic national team member, runner, artist, father, coach, 
shoemaker, physical therapist 

Female roles Olympic national team member, runner, gymnast, mother, artist, 
actress, model 

It is also evident that those pictured using strength training equipment are all male 

in general road running books (see Figure 6). In female road running books, no female 

is depicted training using a machine, but only using simple yoga mats or doing empty-
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handed stretching (see Figure 7). Apparently, strength training equipment belongs in 

the hands of men, which provides an ideal opportunity for showing masculinity, such 

as by displaying tight muscles and weightlifting. Yet, female road running books avoid 

connecting women with strength training equipment. On the one hand, they admit the 

disadvantages of the female body and, on the other hand, try to sustain a distinction 

between themselves and general road running books by including elements of  

femininity.  

       Figure 6. A man training on the treadmill 
 

 Figure 7. A woman doing stretching on yoga mat 
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4.1.3 Represented body aesthetic 

“Body aesthetic is a result of culture; different cultures produce different bodies.”     

Chiang Hsun (2008), Body Aesthetic 

Body is fundamental to sport. In the modern era, body has become a gendered 

vehicle, such that the female sporting body is now an object to be gazed upon. In today’s 

society, the female body is expected to be slender, attractive, and strongly feminine. In 

this section, I look closely at the kind of female body aesthetic represented in the media, 

including in terms of muscle curves, skin color, hairstyle, and outfit.       

In female road running publications, the appearance of females is highly feminine. 

Muscles curves are not very apparent, but not completely missing, especially when it 

comes to calf and upper arm muscles. The female figure looks physically fit and healthy. 

Bordo (2004) has suggested that nowadays women are expected to maintain a body 

figure that looks like an “athlete”, such as by engaging in certain diet regimes and 

muscle training, thereby assigning a new interpretation to the word “femininity”. In 

other words, modern women desire a lean and slender body shape. Female road running 

books pay a lot of attention to muscular curves, such as in Girl’s Running Training 

Protection Book, where it is mentioned that running contributes to fat burning, as well 
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as helps improve body shape. By stretching fully, girls can avoid acquiring muscular 

calves. It is clear that females are frightened of emerging from their exercise routine 

with too much muscle, and thereby losing their femininity. In Run! Girls Run, similar 

concerns are raised in the frequently asked questions section, such as “does running 

make my calf thicker?” This appears to be an important issue for many women and also 

a key factor in whether they want to start running or not. Therefore, specific muscle 

curves, including in the calves, are not popular in Taiwanese female road running 

publications.  

 When it comes to skin color, fair skin with little make up is most commonly 

pictured. This white skin tinged with red would appear to be what female road running 

books actively emphasize, and might be called the sunscreen concept. Especially in 

Asian countries, the traditional perspective is that “a white complexion hides all flaws”. 

Sunburned, tanned or red skin is the last thing a female runner wants. After all, fair skin 

is the skin color that most Taiwanese women pursue.  

Girl’s Running Training Protection Book devotes much attention to hair care and 

what kind of hairstyle is appropriate during running. Most of the females pictured have 

long hair in a ponytail. From beginning to end, women seem to be offered all kinds of 
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techniques for coping with their body and their femininity. In female road running 

books, road running is constructed as a highly feminine sports. However, in general 

road running publications, females do not possess strong femininity.     

 Women in general road running publications do not have any distinguishing 

features relating to their appearance. Their muscle curves are concentrated in their 

abdomen, lower limbs and arms. There is no consistent body figure, but most bodies 

are depicted as firm and strong. For example, in Daniel’s Running Formula, 3rd Edition, 

there are general female runners whose body shapes are slim and firm, as well as middle 

aged females whose lower limbs are beefy. As a result, there is no particular standard 

for muscle curves. As for skin color, general road running magazines also do not 

promote just one skin pigment; there is a spectrum from fair to brown. In general road 

running books, on the other hand, due to their black and white printing, skin color is 

barely visible. Nevertheless, judging by the presence of different races, there appear to 

be at least two kinds of skin color, white and black. Therefore, one skin color is not 

preferred over another, and there are no particular descriptions of how to maintain skin 

and hair. There are two hairstyles, long and short hair, and hair is often in a ponytail. 

No images of women in these publications appear to be about body curve or appearance. 
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As a result, females in general road running publications appear to be very normal 

without any particular features. This has a lot to do with the degree of perceived 

importance of the sportswear on show.   

The most significant distinction between these two publication categories (female 

vs. general) is the different level of emphasis on clothes and accessories. Female road 

running publications go to great length to underline the importance of sportswear and 

related sports gear. From sun hats to running shoes, sportswear must suit the four 

seasons. The models in the books change between three to five sportswear outfits as a 

demonstration. By contrast, in general road running books, clothing is plain and simple, 

and usually there is just one outfit used throughout the whole book. There are also no 

outfit matching tutorials, because the wearing of clothes is not considered to be the 

main point. As is evident from the fact that women in general road running magazines 

often appear in during or after marathon poses, clothing is focused on function rather 

than style. Previous studies have criticized the consumerist society of the modern era. 

The emergence of many lifestyle sports have provided a meeting place for fashion and 

individualism, leading to products being created to differentiate classes. A beautiful 

body has come to denote a successful life. Therefore, a discourse that encourages 
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women to participate in sports has been the cunning scheme of globalized multinational 

corporations. Their final goal has been to encourage women to purchase their products 

based on branding. However, post-feminism considers it to be the case that only through 

consuming can women reach the goal of empowerment and a sense of self pleasure.  

Clothing, as a personal politics, has at once been constructed by society, as well as 

represents an individual’s sphere of discourse. This happens to coincide with one 

interviewee’s (R01) understanding of female road running: “showing personal style is 

one important feature of female road running”. In short, female road running has been 

influenced by the media and corporations, and created a means of expressing identity 

through clothing. In other words, it has become an opportunity to assert, “I show, 

therefore I am” through the adorning of sportswear. 

Table 10: Body aesthetic in road running publications 

 Muscle curves Skin color Hairstyle Sportswear 
General road 
running books/ 
magazines 

Concentrated 
in lower limbs  

Fair, brown Long hair with 
ponytail, 
middle-short 
hair 

Simple  

Female road 
running books/ 
magazines 

Some muscle, 
but no muscle 
calves  

Fair Long hair with 
ponytail  

Complicated 

 

Besides the body aesthetic described above, another body feature of note is Gin 

Oy’s tattoos. According to Gin Oy’s explanation in her book, the reason why she 
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decided to get tattoos was because she missed her father, and also as she wanted to 

record the period in her life when she suffered from an inferiority complex and engaged 

in anti-social behavior. The positions of her tattoos on her neck and arms are very 

obvious. The bright color of the tattoos means you can barely ignore their existence. 

There is a long history of stigma against tattoos in Taiwan as they represent rebellion 

and gang culture. Nevertheless, Gin Oy is a respected figure in the Taiwanese female 

road running scene. Will her body tattoos mark the beginning of Taiwanese women 

accepting tattoos as a body aesthetic? While the answer to this question cannot be 

known in the short term, the long-term acceptance of tattoos may be one way in which 

mainstream body aesthetics begin to be resisted. 

Tattoos are not part of the ideal body aesthetic favored by men when it comes to 

the female body. In other words, Gin Oy’s body is not a female body to be gazed upon. 

Her tattoos show her vivid, strong personal style, making them totally differ from the 

traditional tattoo’s meaning of rebellion and gangs.  

To sum up, the highly feminine body in female road running publications takes 

sportswear as a means of self-expression and identity, and a symbol of a female pleasing 

herself. Having analyzed how women are represented by the media, it is important to 
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understand how female road running has arisen. To do so, describing the relationship 

between different road running actors is essential. In the next section, I will discuss how 

sporting goods manufacturers, sponsors and media producers have constructed 

Taiwan’s female road running scene together. 

4.2 Shaping Taiwan’s female road running scene 

4.2.1 Sporting goods manufacturers 

Taiwan’s road running races have been more prevalent than ever since 2010. 

Sporting goods manufacturers have led the growth in road running. As the two biggest 

organizers of Taiwan’s female road running races, Nike and Mizuno both have different 

plans.  

Nike’s official website categorizes items according to different genders (men vs. 

women). We can see that in the sporting market, Nike not only focusses on males but 

also views the female market as an important sector in its global structure. Up until 

June 2016, among the different sporting categories of merchandise, female running 

shoes have been the only items to have exceeded the number of sales of the male 

equivalent.10 This illustrates that the Nike series’ marketing strategy has aimed to 

																																																								
10Nike running shoes ratio 4:5 (male: female). 
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encourage Taiwanese female runners to pursue their professional development, in order 

to ensure consumers in the future female goods market. 

 In 2010, Nike caught on to the social media trend in Taiwan and launched its first 

fan page on Facebook. Strangely, the only page included was Nike Woman, but no Nike 

Man. This explains that Nike has been trying to attract more female consumers through 

its social media presence. The requirements of running are low and the sport does not 

imply much technique. It has therefore been seen as the best way for Nike to cut into 

the female market, especially since it initially began as a company that produced 

running shoes. 

 In the same year, 2010, Nike’s Taiwan Running fan page was founded. Social 

media advertising continued with the smartphone trend, with Nike launching a series 

of running-related online applications, such as the 2010 Nike+GPS, 2012 

Nike+Running, and the advanced version called Nike+Training Club. This series of 

Nike plus applications was repeatedly mentioned during interviews (interviewee RO1, 

RO3). This proves that Nike plus online applications have been a key marketing 

strategy for Nike in increasing the size of Taiwan’s road running population. 

 Nike plus online applications have made running digitized, cloud-based, and 
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exciting. Whether it is recording routes, mileage, chasing records online, sharing 

running pictures, or sending challenges through social media to friends to show concern 

and motivate each other (Nike, 2015), running is no longer tedious. Through 

independent online training courses, and road race strength being progressively 

accumulated by users, Nike has also been able to obtain basic customer information 

through online applications, such as running frequency and level. 

 The other organizer of female road running in Taiwan, Mizuno, is the largest 

sporting goods manufacturer in Japan. In 1970, it set up branches in Taiwan related to 

baseball, softball, and golf. Mizuno had a late start in running shoe products (Running 

Biji, 2013a). In terms of its long-term sponsorship of Taiwan’s sporting events, running 

has not been its main focus.11 However, Mizuno running shoes have fully functional 

features and are favored by professionals and male runners. A running shoes survey 

done in 2014 showed that Mizuno was crowned as the favorite shoe brand by most male 

runners, who emphasized the functions of its running shoes (Running Biji, 2014). 

Taiwan Mizuno’s official website uses sport categories and product features as 

classifications, and has confirmed that Mizuno emphasizes functionality. The majority 

																																																								
11 According to Taiwan Mizuno’s website, it sponsored baseball, softball, volleyball, and golf for a 

long time. 
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of its customers are male, except in swimming and jogging, where Mizuno offers 

products for women. 

 In June 2016, the number of swimming suits and jogging shoes sold to men 

exceeded those sold to females.12 In other words, Mizuno appears not to particularly 

focus on women in the two sports. However, if the purchases of male consumers were 

to remain largely unchanged, jogging shoes and swimming suits would be the only two 

products that would increase in sales. Compared to swimming, running does not have 

location constraints, has a high acceptance among the public, and is easier to propagate. 

The manager of Delicacy Integrated Marketing (interviewee RO4) says: “Through 

female road running, Mizuno was trying to begin communicating with those joggers 

who had been doing exercise but not very professionally”. Therefore, the main purpose 

for Mizuno in holding women’s road running was not for increasing the female road 

running population, but increasing its sales of jogging shoes. This is also reflected in 

Mizuno’s relatively passive pre-race marketing strategy. For instance, it provides no 

pre-race training plans for women runners. Indeed, before Mizuno held its first road 

race in 2013, there were only two road race seminars for women (Running Biji, 2013b). 

																																																								
12 Mizuno swimming suit ratio 2:1; running shoes ratio 5:3 (male: female) 
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In managing social media, such as Facebook, Mizuno has had a slower start13 and  

discontinuous communication. 

“After communicating for a while, I will intentionally close the fan page because 

I do not want to have interaction with the runners. Then, when I notice the theme of the 

year, I will open it up again…..Basically, when the race has reached a certain point, I 

am no longer communicating with the runners”.  

                    (Delicacy Integrated Marketing manager, interviewee RO4) 

Overall, the different purposes of Nike and Mizuno in promoting female road 

running has resulted in different pre-race marketing strategies (see Table 11).  

Table 11: Purpose analysis of Nike and Mizuno in promoting female road running  

 Nike Mizuno 

Main sporting sponsorship 

in Taiwan 

Basketball, track and field Baseball, softball, volleyball, 

golf 

Product classification on 

website 

By gender By functionality 

(except swimming, jogging) 

Number of running shoes 

on website  

Female > male Male > female 

Marketing strategy before 

and during female road 

running events 

Active 

social media advertising, 

online applications  

(Nike+ series)  

Relatively passive 

social media advertising, 

female road running seminars. 

Purpose of promoting Increase the participation Attract women who have a 

																																																								
13 Nike began its Nike Running Taiwan fan page in 2011. In 2012, Mizuno began its Mizuno Running     
  Taiwan fan page.    
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female road running  of women in road running, 

encourage runners to 

become more professional 

as potential future 

consumers of female road 

running products 

running habit to consume 

jogging shoes, in order to 

increase current product 

sales 

After introducing a fun run in 2011, road running became a hit all over Taiwan. 

The most well-known female road running races are still those held by Nike and 

Mizuno in the two largest cities in Taiwan.14 To accompany its official races, Nike pre-

race training courses are only delivered in Taipei. Yet, Nike dealers also provide such 

training, such as in the third largest metropolitan city, Taichung. In addition, a targeting 

of urban women is evident in Nike’s premium services and Mizuno’s marketing strategy. 

In 2016, Nike decided to concentrate its services on a card named the “Athlete ID” 

(Zuka, 2016). Female runners could go to convenience stores where they would be 

given a complimentary water or beverage, receive free products at cosmetic counters 

or scan their card for restaurant discounts in Taipei. The premise was that these services 

could only be accessed via smartphone QR code scanning. This scheme and the 

selection of sponsors is an indication of Nike’s thinking; women runners are assumed 

to have smartphones, live in locations with a high-population density, and have access 

																																																								
14 Taipei was the only place to hold female road races after Nike’s event in 2011 and Mizuno’s in 
2013. In 2015, Mizuno spotted the potential of Taiwan’s south and added another race in Kaohsiung 
(林宋以情 Lingsong Yi-chien, 2015). 
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to convenience stores and department stores. The process of exchanging premiums 

makes women feel as though they are living in a high-tech city and want to explore it. 

“I hope that sponsors can join Nike and help to create a great journey for women” 

(director of Flight International Marketing, interviewee RO3). 

The manager of Delicacy Integrated Marketing (interviewee RO4) reports that the 

theme of the 2016 Mizuno female road running race was “Freedom”. This title implies 

that Mizuno believes road running can help to release the pressure felt by modern 

women. The event invited the fashion psychology expert Kao, Tsu-Ning(高祖寧) to 

help arrange four colors for a de-stressing sportswear set. An official from Mizuno has 

publicly stated that working women account for ninety percent of participants in female 

road running. The problem of how to lessen a woman’s stress has become a main 

concern for Mizuno (林宗偉 Lin Zong-Wei, 2016). This further confirms that the 

sporting brand’s imagination of female runners includes the fact that they are located 

in urban cities.  

When it comes to age, Nike imagines female runners as “young and fast”, and 

primarily still in the university phase of their lives. In a survey by 陳光宗 Chen 

Guang-Zong (2014), it is found that of four hundred and twenty Nike+Running 
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Taiwanese users, most are undergraduates under 25 years old. The director of Flight 

International Marketing director (interviewee RO3) notes that Nike has intentionally 

targeted undergraduates in their campaign.15 Women of this age are familiar with new 

technologies, and have a strong consuming ability. Mizuno, on the other hand, is trying 

to attract office workers of between 25 and 35 years old. It thinks that, given their 

economic independence, these women can fill the gap in Mizuno’s running shoes 

market (Mizuno, 2015). Mizuno’s previous marketing strategy was to bring sisters or 

mothers out for a run on Mother’s Day. Thus, Mizuno’s imagined female runners would 

seem to be older than Nike’s. Although there are slightly different imaginations of 

female runners between the two sporting brands, their target audiences are both young, 

successful and fashionable women. When it comes to sexuality, Nike and Mizuno also 

share the same understanding. 

Theoretically, only women can participate in female road races. However, as a 

result of the urgings of sports marketing companies, males have been assigned a new 

role: giving encouragement and support to females. Mizuno assigns eight to ten 

handsome and strong men to stand at the side of the finish line and give high fives and 

																																																								
15 To do this, Nike has used various events, such as campus challenges, set points for free road races, 
university competitions etc., as well as other means of promotion. 
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water to the runners when they finish. Mizuno calls these boys the “finish line boys”. 

Nike has employed a similar concept in their races, with groups of men playing violin 

on the track, or good-looking men waiting at the end of the race and giving out supplies 

to the runners. In the last two years, Nike has also assigned male pacers to help adjust 

the female runners’ speed. No matter whether they are finish line boys or male pacers, 

both these phenomena point to the sporting brands’ imagination of the sexuality of 

women runners.  

    Figure 8. Mizuno’s finish line boys         Figure 9. Nike’s male pacers 

Especially during interviews, sports marketing staff report that there are three 

concerns while screening finish line boys and male pacers: appearance, figure, and 

personality. According to my observation of female runners’ blogs and reviews, these 
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men usually have a muscular body and a bright smile. This corresponds to the 

mainstream heterosexual women’s aesthetic. In the past, women have been the ones 

objectified. However, roles seem to be changing in the present, implying women’s 

empowerment.  

Table 12: The way that Nike and Mizuno imagine female runners 

 Nike Mizuno 

Age Under 25 25-35 

Occupation Student Office worker 

Residence Urban city Urban city 

Features Strong consuming ability, 

intimate with technology 

Economic independence, a 

focus on a product’s function 

Sexuality Heterosexual Heterosexual 

Motivation for 

running 

Health, fashion Health, release stress 

4.2.2 Sponsors 

Female road running is more delicate than normal road racing. This is obvious 

from its special decorations (photo-shoot backdrops, encouraging banners) and its gift 

design. Female road running needs more services, which is why a relationship is formed 

with sponsors. After the research interview, I discovered three major forms of 

sponsorship: funding, material support, and providing services. Supporting material 

accounted for the highest proportion of sponsorship, while the smallest proportion was 

made up by funding. Other than necessary materials (water, sport drinks), sponsors can 
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choose any kind of service as sponsorship. The importance of sponsors varies 

depending on the different marketing budgets of various sporting goods manufacturers 

and the reputation of the road race. The director of Flight International Marketing says, 

“sponsors can help take care of every part of Nike Woman. This is very different from 

what we can do in Nike Man because we hope that we can fully take part in their life”. 

The goal of taking part in the runners’ lives once again proves that Nike is trying to take 

female road running in the direction of a lifestyle. The idea is to make female runners 

feel that Nike is everywhere, in all aspects of their lives.  

On Table 13, we can clearly see that Nike’s sponsors mostly focus on the services 

category, although a few overlap. Each year Nike can recruit different firms to 

participate in female road running. The director of Flight International Marketing has 

explained that, “as the reputation of the Nike female road race increases each year, more 

and more sponsors want to join in”. However, the importance of sponsors to Nike is 

actually low, because Nike has a high marketing budget. Sponsors, therefore, are 

accepted just to make the event seem more complete. Both Nike’s marketing and public 

relations staff (interviewees RO1, RO3) consider that the standard of choosing sponsors 

is absolutely related to whether the brand image is relevant to Nike and whether the 
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sponsored product is necessary. In the last few years, Nike has been trying to offer new 

experiences to female runners; therefore, quality is more important than quantity. We 

can also see from Table 13 that, apart from food sponsors, Nike does not have many 

sponsors. Other categories of sponsors have low repeatability and great diversity.  

Material support is the major mode by which Mizuno collaborates with sponsors. 

Compared to Nike, Mizuno relies heavily on collaboration with sponsors because they 

provide plenty of products and this is the characteristic of Mizuno Lady’s Running. 

According to my observation, the feedback from female runners generally centers 

around the abundance of gifts after a race, which is cited as one of the main reasons 

they come back to Mizuno Lady’s Running. From Table 14, we can see that Mizuno is 

a Japanese company, which helps it attract many sponsors from Japanese companies 

(KOSE, Freshel, ANA airline, Morinaga, Zojirushi, Shin Kong Mitsukoshi). Sponsors 

have the highest overlap ratio when it comes to cleaning and maintenance supplies. The 

manager of Delicacy Integrated Marketing (interviewee RO4) states that, “Mizuno will 

choose sponsors that have female products as their first priority”. Female products are 

mostly concerned with cleaning and maintenance supplies. That is, although Mizuno 

has less power to rally supporters, when female product sponsors collaborate with it, 
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Mizuno can gain additional value in its competition with Nike. 

In general, the sponsors of Nike and Mizuno mostly relate to food, cleaning and 

maintenance supplies, and the sports services industries. We can also find many other 

sponsors whose products or services are not related to “sports” or “women”. This means 

that female road running has successfully attracted many different businesses to get 

involved. Without their involvement, female road races would not be so impressive, nor 

so attractive to female runners. 
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Table13: Nike’s female road running sponsors category (2011-2016) 

Note. Bold font indicates female product sponsors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 

          

       

    Category 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Food	 Morewater 

	

Eska water 

Pocari Sweat 

Soyjoy 

California raisins 

Viva 

Snickers 

Kuangchuan 

Herbalife 

Snickers 

Weider	

Snickers 

Special K 

 

Snickers 

Special K 

Super Supau 

Cleaning  

and 

maintenance 

supplies 

 

Benefit 

Loccitane 

Sebamed  

 

Sebamed 

 

 

 

Sebamed 

 

 

 

Essentials 

Biore 

Sofy 

 

Sofy 

Senka 

Clarins 

Salonpas 

Biotherm 

 

Sports 

 

World Gym 

True Fitness 

True Yoga 

Sports+ 

World Gym 

True Dance 

 

 

 

 

RunBase 

Service 

 

ezPeer music 

Eros hair salon 

Payeasy 

Taiwan mobile 

Taiwan Breast 

Cancer 

Foundation 

Sparitual 

 

Sparitual 

Uber 

Visavis hair salon 

Mingyi massage  

Taishin	Bank Rest＆Run 

Restaurant 

Verythai  

Mala Hotpot  

Light house 

Coffee  

Others 

 

Goldenlife 

 

Mini Cooper 

HP 

Mercedes-Benz Elle  Garmin 

Total	 11 9 8 12 7 10 
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Table 14: Mizuno’s female road running sponsors category (2013-2016) 

Note. Bold font indicates female product sponsors 

 

 

 

Year 

       

      

   Category 

2013 2014 2015 2016 

Food	 Heysong FIN 

Korea Ginseng Corp 

 

Snickers 

Heysong FIN 

	

Snickers 

Mywarmday 

Heysong FIN 

Minimint 

Morinaga 

Ken Bakery 

Heysong FIN 

Mywarmday 

LeiShen Chocolate  

Weider 

Morinaga 

Special K 

Cleaning 

and 

maintenanc

e supplies 

Kirakira 

Rexona 

Biore 

Saforelle  

Sebamed 

Salonpas 

Burtsbee 

 

Kirakira 

Rexona 

Essential 

Asience 

Freshel 

Avene  

Sebamed 

Salonpas 

Kirakira 

Rexona 

Kuang Yuan Liang  

Lactacyd 

Klorane 

Primavista Ange 

Sebamed 

Salonpas 

Kirakira 

Neutrogena 

Vaseline 

KOSE 

Loveisderma 

Sebamed 

Salonpas 

Chanson 

Sports 

 

GoGym 

 

Space Yoga 

 

World Gym Merida 

True Yoga 

Service ANA airline  

Sun Moon Lake Hotel 

Shin Kong Mitsukoshi 

ANA airline 

Sun Moon Lake Hotel 

NOVARTIS 

ANA airline 

Rakuten 

 

ANA airline 

Tutor ABC 

 

Others 

 

EPSON 

Neo ice 

HaoDong paper  

EPSON 

Philips 

Samsung 

mySports APP 

All Sports- community 

Zojirushi 

YongChun flower shop 

Sports Bank  

All Sports- community 

Zojirushi 

 

Total	 16 19 21 19 
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4.2.3 Female road running and the media 

From the perspective of media and sporting goods manufacturer that jointly 

generate women road running, the appearance of the stylish road running magazine 

Running Life has a close connection with Taiwan’s female road running scene. In 

contrast to masculine sports magazines, Running Life shows a refreshing transparency 

in terms of design, paper selection, color, and composition. It is hard to believe that 

Running Life was once intended to be developed as a general magazine that included 

many fields, as reported by its editor (interviewee M1). As its targeted readership was 

once unclear and the conditions under which it had to survive were harsh, the magazine 

was compelled to reinvent itself as a road running magazine, especially owing to the 

demand of sporting goods manufacturers (Nike, Adidas).  

The manager of WongHe PR & Marketing (interviewee RO1) reports that in the 

Greater China region, Taiwan was the earliest and most influential place in which Nike 

developed road racing. After the first female road running race in 2011, the next three 

years were dedicated to gradually cultivating a basic customer group and 

communicating the concept of correct exercise. In 2014, Taiwan Nike female road 

running officially expanded from a ten kilometers fun run to a twenty-one kilometers 
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half-marathon. The number of participants increased from 7000 to 18000 people. Nike 

has been the main protagonist of Running Life since its first issue in 2013, such that 

Running Life has become an important medium for Nike to promote female road 

running. By 2016, of the already published fourteen volumes, there were two special 

issues of Nike female road racing, and seven of the other twelve volumes pictured 

women on their front covers. While product placement accounts for half of the 

magazine content, Running Life and sporting goods manufacturers plan to lead 

Taiwanese female road runners to a new form of exercise and lifestyle.  

In an interview, the editor of Running Life (interviewee M1) mentioned his 

disappointment and dissatisfaction at the lack of design and beauty in Taiwan’s 

magazines. This was one of the reasons that his magazine was attempting to do 

something different from traditional sports magazines. In particular, it was attempting 

to follow Number Do, a road running magazine under the Japanese sports illustrating 

magazine Number. Describing Number Do, the editor of Running Life (interviewee 

M1) characterized it as, “beautiful, with interesting topics, and a strong sense of life”. 

The chief editor of Taiwan’s life magazine One Day, Huang Wei-Rong(黃威融), once 

said that Number has a unique style and impressive content and composition. By 
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comparison, the reason Taiwan’s magazine is missing this sense of beauty might be 

the fault of its realistic style, as the editing clearly seeks to share information as a 

priority (黃威融 Huang Wei-Rong, 2015). From Number Do’s twenty-fifth cover, 

more clues might be seen. Different from traditional sports magazines that use male 

athletes on the cover, Number Do uses hand-drawn pictures to present its theme. The 

feet of the runner step on an urban Tokyo, making them look much bigger than Tokyo 

Tower and other buildings, almost as if the runner is dominating Tokyo. This looks 

really interesting. From the clean composition, vigorous font, and bright colors of 

Number Do, we can sense a design and lifestyle that is different from other traditional 

sports magazines. 

Beginning as an emulation of Number Do, Running Life has ensured its uniqueness 

among Taiwanese sports magazines. This has been achieved by combining the pursuit 

of beauty, design and life with sports. The combination of sport and life is concretely 

presented in two basic themes: eating (sharing recipes, introducing restaurants, and 

nutrition analysis of food) and clothing (sportswear matching, the latest apparel). Thus, 

the pursuit of beauty and design in Running Life are the tricks of sporting goods 

manufacturers. Through advertising, Running Life aims to attract more women to the 
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road running product market.  

 
             Figure 10. The 25th front cover of Number Do 

The editor of Running Life (interviewee M1) claims that the “magazine itself does 

not focus on a specific gender, but articles about women often appear because they 

belong to the customer group that sporting goods manufacturers target”. Moreover, 

Running Life chooses to report easy, basic, and interesting content, intended to cater to 

those female readers who are beginners and not very familiar with running. In addition, 

the three editors place reference to merchandise into readable content according to the 

season. For example, merchandise will be mentioned via a meaningful story, or 

personal interviews. In this way, road racing has become an extremely fashionable 

sports event to which it is easy to become attached. Though the commercialization of 
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road running might once have symbolized social status, it has been extended into a new 

sports field, such that the possibility of women exploring the pleasurable activity of 

running is increased (Whitson, 2002). It has also completely flipped the public’s 

impression of road running, especially among women.  

 Apart from sports media, such as Running Life, fashion media is another focus of 

sporting goods manufacturers. The manager of WongHe PR & Marketing (interviewee 

RO1) has noted that “when there are road races, Nike will invite the editors of 

magazines that women tend to read, such as Vogue, Elle and LoveGirl(愛女生), and 

offer them free road running, pre-race training, or the opportunity to participate in 

foreign road running events”. Nominally, this step aims to obtain service feedback, but 

in fact it is designed for fashion media producers to record their half-marathon training, 

and the way in which fashion magazine editors dress up. “Fashion”, therefore, has a 

close connection with Nike female road running. In other words, sporting goods 

manufacturers are trying to make a “sense of fashion” that relates to female road 

running, including via endorsement by celebrities.  

     The influence of celebrities in the realm of social media has been another focus 

of sporting goods manufacturers as they promote female road running. Social media 
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tends to be more influential than traditional paper media, especially because of its 

facilitation of instant interaction. Through collaboration with celebrities from different 

occupations, Nike can use what it terms “friendly influencers”. Providing them with 

free running gadgets, professional coaches and training lectures, they produce related-

contents and post on social media (mainly Facebook) in return. However, Nike has 

been trying to keep some distance from these influencers. As the manager of WongHe 

PR & Marketing (interviewee RO1) says, these influencers cannot count as Nike 

endorsement because they are not athletes. On the other hand, she emphasizes that 

Nike encourages friendly influencers to share their experiences social media, just not 

forcefully. Nevertheless, we can see that Nike is trying its best to attract people from 

all walks of life. Among its influencers, the female celebrity Gin Oy and her running 

crew, the Amazing Crew have been most successful. 

In the previous discourse analysis, we have seen that Gin Oy is a woman that has 

risen from the ashes and adopted a new appearance. However, Gin Oy, a prominent 

figure in Taiwan’s female road running scene, should give credit to Nike’s cultivation, 

including its gift of running gadgets and training supplies, and its encouragement to 

participate in international marathons. Nike’s help has allowed Gin Oy to accumulate 
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enough personal capital to publish Taiwan’s first female road running book. Beyond 

the running track, Gin Oy manages her own media presence via Facebook. By June 

2016, she had reached 420,000 fans, thus strengthening her position as the leading 

female runner in Taiwan. After her phenomenal success, Nike sponsored Gin Oy and 

six of her friends to compose a road running team named the Amazing Crew. The 

Amazing Crew’s members have their own identities, including a famous internet 

celebrity, a shoes website editor, a leader of a bicycle group, a fashion designer, and a 

prestigious sports anchor. The team is a combination of three men and four women 

(Runnn, 2015). 

According to my observation, since the Amazing Crew was founded in 2013, 

most of its social media contents have related to Nike, including live-recorded Nike 

road running events, running software, applications for recording running tracks, and 

Nike training courses. The point is that all of the page’s gadgets and clothing feature 

the Nike swoosh and are attempting to place Nike’s products. It is clear that after 

shaping Gin Oy as the iconic figure, Nike has tried to utilize the diversity of the six 

Amazing Crew members. Different careers and ages means that female runners can 

find their own road running idol, while at the same time being stimulated to purchase 
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products that they see on the fan page. 

 By contrast, Mizuno does not have such a comprehensive media communication 

strategy as Nike and has not cultivated its own media influencers. Mizuno’s female 

road race representative of the year is a female celebrity called Wong, Zi-Man(翁滋

蔓), and a female sports anchor called Chien, I-Chia(簡懿佳), who both have less 

influence and reputation than Gin Oy. Mizuno’s exposure in sport magazines is 

relatively little, the company instead focusing mainly on the Running Biji website, 

newspapers, advertising content on social media, and the management of Mizuno 

Lady’s Running via a fan page. The general manager of AimHit (interviewee, RO2) 

thinks that the difference between the media marketing strategies of Mizuno and Nike 

is related to the contrasting number of races they hold. Female road running is just one 

of the races among various races that Mizuno holds. However, Nike only has one road 

race a year and it focuses on women. Therefore, Nike needs to be more accurate when 

communicating with its target customers. Apart from the difference between the 

number of road running races held, there are differences in the media marketing 

budgets of the sporting goods manufacturers, which can affect their media marketing 

strategies. The manager of Delicacy Integrated Marketing (interviewee, RO4) has 
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disclosed that because of budget constraints, Mizuno has put more effort into arranging 

race themes and the design of finishing gifts. After evaluating the value of media 

promotion, Mizuno has decided to focus on media which the target-customer can 

access often. This is why it has concentrated on few media outlets.  

Overall, Nike and Running Life are the main leaders of Taiwan’s female road 

running scene, and responsible for turning the sport into a fashionable lifestyle. Female 

road running and traditional media (magazines) still have a close connection with each 

other. In the digital era, “celebrities” have created a sports media complex that is 

different from before via social media. Sport is now more easily and more subtly 

blended into our life, but the process has been difficult to detect. Relying on the high 

penetration and high interactivity of social media, celebrities can be more persuasive 

than the traditional media by using outlets they manage themselves. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusions 

The core question raised at the beginning of this thesis is why the phenomenon of 

“for females only” road running has emerged in Taiwan since 2011. Examining the 

media representation of female runners, and how other road running related actors have 

intended to co-construct female road running, is the main aim of this research.  

This study demonstrates that Taiwanese female road running publications 

represent women with a bright, vivid image, thereby lauding a highly feminine body 

aesthetic. Female runners are looking for a balance between masculinity and femininity, 

through discipline one’s body to pursuit certain body curve. Despite the fact that gender 

power relationships still conform to traditional gender characteristics, road running has 

become a field for the self-empowerment of Taiwanese women.  

Further, the fact that sporting goods manufacturers have chosen road running and 

targeted women in particular is not a coincidence, but involves a series of 

contextualized factors that the previous chapter has analyzed, including the self-

positioning of sporting goods manufacturers, marketing strategies that explore the new 

market, the flexible use of new media, and new technology. At the same time, it is also 

important to investigate the role of other actors by asking questions like, how do road 
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running organizers understand female road running? What is their imagination of 

female runners? What is the proportion of different sponsors in female road running? 

What is the concern of media producers when they produce media content?  

Accordingly, by examining media representation, market manipulation by the 

sporting goods manufacturers, business powers, and the three actors’ mutual 

interweaving, this research attempts to give some explanations for and criticisms of the 

female road running culture that has recently emerged in Taiwan. 

5.1 Concluding remarks  

Kane and Greendorfer (1994) once argued that women who did sport would be 

vulnerable to marginalization, trivialization, and being embedded in household affairs. 

However, this kind of representation no longer exists in female road running 

publications. Previous sporting females may have once been captured as passive, 

dependent on men, and to be gazed upon as sexualized objects (Hargreaves, 1994), but 

this study has identified a contrasting sporting female image, which is better 

characterized as confident, energetic and possessing a strong presence. When it comes 

to media exposure, this discovery overthrows Rowe’s (2004) assumption that sports 

photography favors male athletes. In fact, the media exposure of women is much higher 
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than that of men in female road running publications (94%:6%), making women, once 

subordinate and in the minority, emerge into the limelight. This would seem to signify 

that beyond media representation, female sports is no longer restricted to the sports that 

Theberge (1991) attributed to women: those considered to be traditionally showing 

feminine characteristics, such as gymnastics and swimming. Women have appeared to 

cross into what has been traditionally considered to be a men’s sport, running.  

Indeed, the strategy of emphasizing feminine body aesthetic and exaggerating 

biological gender differences in female road running publications has meant road 

running has begun to be characterized as a traditional female sports instead. Jutel (2009) 

has argued that the feminine spectacle is a very key element in promoting female sports. 

In other words, the level of femininity perceived to define a particular sport is 

considered to be what makes a woman decide to join it. Female road running 

publications encourage women to join sports by echoing this important element of 

femininity, as well as guaranteeing the intactness of a woman’s femininity after she 

engages in the sport. This may be the result of what women and the public desire, 

because only in this way will the gender order not be confused. The gender order here 

have two explanations. One is appearance order, such that men possess masculinity, 
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and women possess femininity. Another gender order is confined to the sports field: 

men are strong and women are weak. This implies that the self-empowerment and self-

fulfillment of women in female road running publications results from gender order. 

This also explains why women are often aware of but still follow traditional gender 

power relationships, and is why the gender power structure on the sports field has not 

changed.  

Besides gender order in road running publications, female road running being 

commodified and turned into a lifestyle, this study finds that sporting goods 

manufacturers target urban, young, heterosexual females, which essentially excludes 

the majority of women (those who are living in rural areas and/or middle-aged and/or 

homosexual). That is to say, under the commercial power of sporting goods 

manufacturers, sponsors, and media producers, women’s self-empowerment is limited 

to specific classes. Cooky (2010) has noted that if “girl power!” discourses are based 

on commercial intention and point to certain classes, the effect can be polarized, 

enabling middle-class women to access better sporting opportunities, while limiting the 

chances of working-class females. Similarly, Taiwan’s female road running is based on 

a commodity culture that only privileges a particular group of females. In the end, only 
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those who can afford high registration fees and the latest running equipment, and have 

a considerable income, can enter female road running events. Therefore, Taiwan’s 

female road running cannot widely benefit the majority of women in Taiwan, and also 

cannot impact the sporting experience of the majority of women.  

Even so, given the fact that women have started to pursue a somewhat muscular 

body figure, which is totally contrasting to their previous expectations of being skinny, 

and that women are more willing to engage in their own clothing politics, the female 

image in the media has seen a positive improvement, and is directly affecting the 

willingness of women to run. Whitson (2002) also reminds us to separate marketing 

discourse and the lived body experience. Though Taiwan’s female road running is based 

on middle-class demand, road running, as a non-contact, participatory sport, 

undermines the core values of body combat and hyper-competition in male sports, and 

provides an alternative means of pursuing personal experience, self-fulfillment, 

pleasure through sports, and friendship, thus offering more sporting opportunities and 

options to women.    

5.2 Research limitations and suggestions  

As is the case in all research, this study has some limitations. In particular, one can 
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point to the research method, which solely analyzes the content of six female road 

running publications and six general road running publications. Adopting discourse 

analysis might also lead to subjectivity instead of a comprehensive study. Meanwhile, 

due to time limits and concerns about the integrity of the whole paper, I have only 

conducted in-depth interviews with two sporting goods manufacturers, Nike and 

Mizuno. I have not included any other important road running related actors, such as 

another sporting goods manufacturer, Adidas, which also exerts a great amount of effort 

on promoting female sports. Neither have I contacted the Chinese Taipei Road Running 

Association which takes charge of most of the road running events in Taiwan.   

The present study focuses on gender, business, and media in sports. This is not just 

as a result of my personal interest, but also because it is a practical study to undertake. 

Future studies could explore more on the relationship between social media and road 

running, the government’s role in road running and the relationship between road 

running and urban spaces based on this study. 

From my personal observation, the sports/media complex has experienced changes 

in Taiwan when it comes to female road running. In the era of social media, sporting 

goods manufacturers have started to manage their own media or acquired the help of 
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celebrities in doing promotion. Therefore, sporting goods manufacturers no longer fully 

depend on traditional media (such as magazines), even though traditional media still 

highly depends on the sponsorship of sporting goods manufacturers, creating an 

imbalance. Therefore, future study should focus more on how sporting goods 

manufacturers use social media to promote road running events.  

I have noticed that most Taiwanese road running events are held in cities. They 

therefore involve right of way and road traffic control, both of which are issues that 

concern urban governance. Therefore, the impact of road running events can be very 

large. The 2015 Taipei City Government’s new road running regulations are a good 

example of the close relationship between road running and urban governance. 

Interviewees in this study broadly have two different points of view regarding how the 

public sector’s policy will impact upon female road running and how many women will 

engage in it. Future studies probably need not target female road running alone, but can 

instead consider road running events as a whole, such as in questioning how 

negotiations or conflicts between public and private sectors affect Taiwan’s road 

running development, and the relationship between road running and urban governance.   

Besides urban governance, sports and urban spaces could be another interesting 
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topic worthy of future examination. During interviews, some interviewees mentioned 

that female runners have different expectations of different road running routes. 

However, under the Taipei City Government’s new regulations, road running routes are 

highly restricted. The question becomes, then, what kind of special scene emerges when 

road running is restricted to a certain place and space? Also, how can organizers use 

fixed space to create different impressions for runners? Furthermore, when daily urban 

spaces turn into road running spaces, what different impressions are afforded to runners? 

These are all worthwhile questions for investigation in the future.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A: List of Interview Questions 

Magazine editor  

 

Basic information 

1. What is main goal and publishing catalyst for Running magazine? 

2. How are the issue (quarterly) themes determined?  

 

Gender  

3. Do you have potential targeted customers? What group? What age? What 

gender?   

4. What percentage of women-related themes appear in every issue? 

 

Marketing strategy  

5. What are your marketing strategies? Do you have any strategies that  

specifically focus on women? 

6. How much of total revenue does placement marketing account for? Do you   

have a preferred company? Does it have to relate to road running? 

Sporting goods manufacturers  

 

Basic information 

1. Why do you hold women’s road running events?  

2. What is Nike/Mizuno’s customer sex ratio? After holding women’s road running  

   events, is there any increase in the number of women customers?  

 

Women’s road running  

3. What is your understanding of women’s road running?  

4. Over the past few years, you have actively held women’s road running events;  

From 2011 to 2013, there were only 5 km, 6 km, 9 km, and 10 km options, but in 

2014, you proposed 21 km (half marathon) for women. Why? 
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Marketing strategies /Cooperation  

5. Do you have any marketing strategies that are directed toward women 

customers?  

6. What is your main marketing strategy for promoting Nike/Mizuno female road  

   running events? 

7. Are there any sponsorships or co-organizers for Nike/Mizuno female road  

   running events?  

8. Will you keep holding women’s road running events in the future? Why?  

Road running organizer 

 

Basic information 

1. When did you start to co-organize(promote) road running events?  

2. How many road running events have you organized(promoted)?  

3. Except for Nike, have you co-organized(promoted) other road running events? Is 

there any consideration of choosing your customers? 

 

Road running development  

4. Aside from registration fees, what are the other road running revenue sources?  

5. Taipei’s city government proposed new road running regulations. Will they have 

any effect on your company as a co-organizer(promoter)?  

6. In women’s road running, what are the most important features that differ from 

other road running activities you have co-organized(promoted)?  

 

Gender  

7. Form your observation, what do you think about more women joining road-

running events? Are there any effects on your company?  

8. Do you have any marketing strategies directed toward women?  

 

  

 

 


